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Stanford football in serious trouble, page 10
They took her to her ‘wit’s end,’ page 4
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’ Ex-officer
not guilty
Wants old job back
By Ken Leiser

1!,

a

Former University Police of licer Eric Zeno, his hands pressed together as if praying and his eyes
shut, listened intently as Municipal
Judge Edwin Pearce II read the
words "not guilty" yesterday.
Immediately, he leaned back
limply in his chair.
The jury came to its decision
after seven hours of deliberation in
Zeno’s trial on charges of residing in
and renting a house of prostitution.
"I’m glad the jury took its time
to look at all of the evidence," Zeno
said.
At the time of his arrest July 8,
Zeno, 26, was working as an officer
for the University Police. He was
fired Sept. 2.
"I felt they (the department )
could have stood behind me and
maybe have given me the benefit of
the doubt," Zeno said after the verdict. "I wish they would have waited
until a decision was made instead of
judging me before 1 had a fair trial.
"After all, I thought you were
innocent until proven guilty."
He said he will make an appeal
to get his job back, as well as back
pay.
Zeno said he now faces an administrative hearing on his dismissal. The date for that has not
been set.
"That’ll be another hurdle, but
this (decision) will make things a lot

easier," he said.
Russ Lunsford, University Police information officer, said that
Zeno will have to take his appeal to
the State Personnel Board. Since
Zeno is no longer an SJSU employee,
he will not be able to go through the
normal grievance procedure that
univeristy employees can take to appeal dismissals.
Zeno will also try to get his dog,
Uno, back. Uno was a University Police canine who Zeno trained and
lived with. The dog was taken away
from him after his dismissal.
Zeno’s mother, Earline San beck, was equally relieved when the
three-day trial was over. She
roamed the hall outside the courtroom hugging jurors.
"I’m overjoyed," she said jubilantly. "All is well with my boy."
Zeno was arrested in his
eastside condominium by Gary Hi rata, a detective for the San Jose
Police Department.
Hirata had been investigating
an ad that appeared in Spectator
Magazine which asked for "generous men" to call a telephone number.
Hirata called the telephone
number in the ad and was directed
to Zeno’s house. Shortly after arriving, Hirata arrested Donna Mae Littlemoon, 18, after she reportedly so-

continued on back page

Professor discovers that
talk is not all that cheap
By Karen Woods

O

A few weeks ago Martha Cox
received an abrupt shock.
The SJSU professor of English
donated $25,000 last month to the
university to fund a permanent lee
lure series, free to the public, fea
turing nationally and internation
ally known writers and film makers.
However, about a week after
she donated the money, she discovered that the $2,500 yearly interest
from the endowment couldn’t match
the fees charged by some of the personalities she wanted.
"I was surprised at the amount
of money agents are now requesting
for appearances," she said.
She discovered from newspapers and TV that atop entertainer

continued on back page
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Fired lecturer battles UC Berkeley
By Jennifer Koss
"The majority of people
today are oppressed," Merle
Woo, writer, teacher and feminist activist, told about 50 people
in the SJSU Amphitheater Tuesday.
"Capitalism is the root of discrimination," she said, but "I
know that reform is not the answer. This system has to be overturned from the bottom up.
"It’s the system that fosters
and protects sexism for profit."
Woo was fired in 1980 from
UC-Berkeley for "questionable
reasons," said an editorial appearing in the March 31, 1983
issue of The Daily Californian,
UC-Berkeley’s campus newspaper.
Woo, a minority instructor,
was dismissed from the university because of a 1980 decision
that cut lecturers’ terms from
eight to four years.
In December, 1982, the California Public Employment Relations Board ruled that UC Berkeley’s implementation of a fouryear rule constituted an unfair
labor practice.
UC Berkeley rescinded the
four-year rule, but refused to reinstate Woo. Consequently, Woo
filed suit in Federal Court charging the school with violating her
rights to free speech and due process.
The suit also said UC Berkeley "singled her out for firing because she was openly critical of
management; because she supported students, staff and other
lecturers against a rightward’
leaning Asian American Studies
Department; and because she is
a Chinese-Korean American
woman and lesbian who teaches
the connections between race,
sex, sexual and class oppression."
Woo is asking for damages of
not less than $100,000.
She said she was hired in 1978
to "encourage student participation in decision making" and
to help establish UC-Berkeley as
an "autonomous Third World college."
She was fired, she said, because the people who hired her
are "buckling under" to their
goals, and because she is a lesbian socialist and "the right wing
says they’re going to get all lesbians and gays; the right wing is
going to get all radicals.
"I was hired by my Asian
American brothers and sisters."
Americans
These
Asian
made a place for themselves
within the university by government grants in the ’605, Woo said,
but have now become members
of the "Establishment."

Craig Fischer

Merle Woo is determined to sue U.C. Berkeley. She is charging violation of her
Woo won a limited victory in
June when District Court Judge
Samuel Conti upheld her rights to
trial on the free speech, due process and discrimination issues.
But Conti also upheld UC Berkeley’s argument that the university possesses sovereign immunity

rights to free speech and due process. Woo
spoke at the S.U. Amphitheater Tuesday.

from monetary damages under the
11th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.
On Tuesday, Woo said she intends to fight to "expose the University of California for what it
is."
There is a new wave of Mc-

Carthyism in the country, Woo
said, and she intends to carry on
the fight which has as its goal "the
certainty that those on the front
line of freedom will inherit the
earth."
Rascism, sexism and hetero-

continued on page 13

Ministry examined by Spiritual Counterfeits Project
111

Editor ’s Note: This is the final installment j u
four-part series on Maranatha Campus Ministries, a
religious group that began organizing at San Jose State
University early this fall. Reporter Warren Bates spent
a month researching the organization through interviews with Maranatha leaders, members, former
members and theologians. Bates also spoke to parents,
Christian researchers and deprogrammers.
Today’s article deals with last year’s Spritual
Counterfeits Project meetings and this year’s examination of Maranatha, a ministry some members have said
Is "on the cutting edge of Christianity."

Maranatha:
on the cutting edge?

By Warren Bates

In mid 1982, the concerns of parents and former
members about the teachings and practices of Maranatha Christian Ministries began filtering through to
Brian Onken and Prof. Ronald Enroth.
Onken is the senior research consultant for Christian Research Institute in El Toro, Calif. Enroth, a
Christian theologian, has written four books on cults
and is a professor of sociology at Westmont College in
Santa Barbara.
At the same time these concerns were being voiced,
Onken received a letter from Maranatha asking CRI to

declare the group a valid Christian organization.
Onken said he told Maranatha that he could not
certify it without knowing anything about the group.
Maranatha Christian Ministries appeared at SJSU
this fall, and quickly gained a reputation for strident
and zealous proselytizing. But Maranatha has had its
problems. Some have labeled the group a cult, others
say Maranatha is practicing mind control.
While Maranatha and some religious leaders discount its detractors, the organization is in the process

ot proving itself to Christian examiners.
Onken and Enroth turned to the Berkeley Spiritual
Counterfeits Project and enlisted SCP’s help in examining Maranatha. SCP is a coalition of Christian theologians devoted to examining cults. Christian aberrations
those groups which adhere to Christian tenets but deviate in practices) and new age religious movements.
Members of SCP and CRI were to attend a cult
awareness conference in October of last year, and
thought it would be convenient if they could meet with
Vlaranatha’s leaders to discuss the ministry at that
time.
The meetings began on Oct 28, 1982. Onken and
Enroth said the meetings, unofficially titled the Spiritual Counterfeits Project meetings, were not carefully
planned.
The examining panel consisted of Christian theologians from SCP; theologians and Christian researchers
from across the country ; Maranatha leaders, including
Bob Weiner, founder and director of Maranatha, assistant Maranatha directors Joe Smith and Robert Nolte;
three theologians supportive of Maranatha, and two
consultants specializing in deprogramming cult members, David Clark and Cliff Daniels.
The theologians backing Maranatha, two from Oral

Roberts University and one from the Christian Broad
casting Network, were present for the first half of those
meetings.
Steve Cannon, director of Christian Information
and Answers in Tuscon. Ariz., who also attended, said
the thrust of the meetings concerned Maranatha’s finances, theology, practices and group dynamics.
Onken said the meetings concentrated mainly on clearing up theological questions.
Onken and Enroth were both concerned with Maranatha’s Bible study books, which were written by
Weiner and his wife, Rose. Enroth said some of them
were "pretty off the wall.
"They were into the manifested sons of God, meaning we can become God’s perfect representatives on
earth little Christs."
Enroth also said Maranatha did not believe in dating per se, partially because "Adam and Eve never
dated."
Onken was concerned about the Bible study books
when he saw them because they seemed to indicate that
"the Church could become God."
By agreement with the committee. Maranatha
would have a year to revise its teachings in the Bible

continued on back page
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I’d rather see clean bumpers
(will be glad to see the day when bumper stickers
will be a thing of the past.
I’m not talking about the ones used to advocate
dependcandidates. Those provide a public service
ing, Of course, on the candidate.
adhesive
I speak of those irritating little strips of
pap& that adorn the rear bumpers of Californians.

Those little billboards are used to try and convince
us that there is individuality in a world that stresses
conformity.
Yes, I’m talking about those inane messages that
attempt to grab the attention of any driver stupid
enough to take his eyes off the road while doing 60 mph
behind the wheel of a ton of steel and glass.
I mean. I don’t really care if a person loves pitbulls
because I sure don’t. The same goes for the lovers of
horses, the Raiders and New York.
And if I see somebody advertising his love for the
Dodgers, I’ll surely run him off the road.
And what about the slogan "Solvang is for lovers"
Have you ever been to Solvang?
What about those who admit that they would
-rather be sailing?" Well, if you noticed how most people drive, you’d point those sorry souls in the direction of
the nearest scooner. The same holds true for those who
would rather be skiing. Off the road!

Perhaps the most flagrant violators of bumper’
sticker good taste
if there is such a thing are those
who flash witty puns loaded with sexual innuendos. You
know, "Scuba divers do it deeper" and "Basketball
players use leather balls."
I beg to differ with these highway anatomy experts.
I bowl, golf and play tennis, so try to figure out what
category I fall under. Let’s just say it would be physically impossible.
The other day, my route to school was blocked by
some lady sporting an "I brake for unicorns" sticker.
My eyes didn’t scan the horizons for one of those rare
species.
In fact, I was enraged.
My next response was, of course the California
glare.
This is the look we’ve all given, or received, in
which the driver is looked at quizzically, as if to ask:
"How much are your yearly insurance premiums?"
The last group falls under the heading of "why
aren’t you in prison?"
These are the psycopaths who proudly adorn the
rear portions of their cars with slogans like "Caution: I
speed up for small animals" and "I brake for Jayne
Mansfield’s head."
As self-appointed King of the Highway. I would propose bumper stickers that will provide a public service
while at the same time readily evaluating their owners.
For instance, "Warning: I’ve been arrested for drunk
driving five times" or "I didn’t pass my driving test
until I was 27" would surely be included in this best of all
possible highways.
No longer would people be able to advertise tritely
on their bumpers. As a punishment, I would force all
drivers with cute stickers to place the scarlet letter "M"
on their bumpers.
as in Moron.
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The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’
comments on any topic. The viewpoints expressed in opinion
articles are those of the author. Editorials appearing on this page
are the opinion of the Spartan Daily.

Too much of a good thing can ground your flight
Kid luck, like a tootsie roll, seems to last a long
time. Good luck, on the other hand, can flee faster than a
speeding bullet.
I’ve been on a roll lately (of good luck, not tootsie),
and I’m worried. Why? Because I’m wondering when
it’s going to end. When it does, when my bubble bursts
and I come screeching back to earth, I’m hoping I’ll
land on a pillow rather than on concrete.

I am not a person prone to superstition, but I find
myself, of late, avoiding ladders and counting in threes.
I haven’t seen any black cats yet, but I’ve glimpsed a
few gray ones lurking in shadows. Oh dear, could it be
I’ in getting paranoid?
"Negative, negative, must you be so negative?" an
EST graduate once shrieked at me. "Can’t you try being
more positive for a change?"
I promptly pleaded the Fifth Amendment, on the
grounds it could incriminate me, and rushed away mut-

tering, "I can, I can, I think I can
Well, I tried. I really did.
But then I got a test back (bad news, my car broke
down and my dog’s vet sent me the bill for her six-month
checkup.
So much for positive thinking.
I’m not saying I don’t
Now don’t get me wrong
enjoy good luck; on the contrary, I’m absolutely greedy
for it. I just don’t like to dwell on it. Bad luck seems to
enjoy shooting down those who fly too high.
Take my good friend, Rick he’s a bodyman. Auto,
that is.
Now, he’s not your everyday run-of-the-mill body’
man. He does custom designs and makes mucho bucks
without ever having spent a day in college a true
artist of the non -starving variety.
Last time I saw Rick, he was looking like the cat
that ate the canary and got away. He was off to a new
and better job in Sacramento and looking forward to a
winter of wine, women and wealth, not necessarily in
that order.
Just heard from the guy today bad luck has
struck.
Poor Rick. He was welding a door panel on a ’65
Mustang when the inside roof caught on fire. It’s not that
rare of an occurrence and not usually tragic, but Rick
had trouble finding a fire extinguisher.
He finally located one after making several laps
around the garage, only to rush back to the flaming
Ford and discover that the fire extinguisher could not
extinguish it was empty.

Boy, is Rick bummed. By the time he tound a lire
extinguisher that worked, most of the car’s interior was
ash.
Now he’s got to replace some custom parts he’s not
even sure he can find. Plus, spend a week on what
should have been a day’s worth of labor. To top it off, the
boss may not claim the loss because he just acquired a
new insurance company and doesn’t want to endanger
his standing.
That means, of course, Rick will have to foot the
bill.
Poor Rick another bad-luckcasualty.
One thing about bad luck you can always find
someone else worse off than you. But that’s no consolation. Who can be consoled by another’s grief?
Somehow, I didn’t have the heart to mention Lebanon or Grenada to Rick, much less my lousy test grade
or my dog’s vet bill. God forbid I should mention cars!
Another thing about bad luck it’s a lot easier to
console someone when you’re up than when you’re
down. Misery may love company, but happiness loves it
more. When I’m happy, the world looks beautiful. and I
want everyone to see it through my eyes.
There’s a lot to be said for rose-colored glasses, but
negativity isn’t all bad. It inspires the caution to ward
off life’s blows and helps cushion the fall.
Actually. I believe in mixing a few negatives with
my positives. Flying too high can be just as detrimental
as fear of flying.
It’s not that I don’t enjoy flying, I just don’t want to
let goof my safety line to reality.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Professors are wrong to defend
nationalistic adventures
F:ditor:
There was a time when conservatives claimed that
their world view rested upon morals. But the Nov. 6
letter that my colleagues, Professors Borges and Wettergreen, wrote to the Daily about the American invasion of Grenada lacks all discussion of right and wrong,
as if lacks any specific facts to support its argument. It
rerinces. simply, to "my country, right, or wrong!"
Indeed, the moral obtuseness of their case can be
shown clearly by assuming their letter was written by
Professors Borgeski and Wettergreenoff of Moscow University -- which simply involves substituting "Russia"
for "America," and "Afghanistan" for "Grenada,"
etc., throughout. Then its key passage reads like this:
’We applaud, together with the vast majority of
Russians and Afghanis, applaud the rescue of Russians
and the people of Afghanistan from rightist thugs. We
hope that the liberation of Afghanistan marks the beginning of a compassionate foreign policy, one which is not
blind to the grand strategy of the United States and its
allies, It is unfortunate that partisan sentiments . . .
have obscured the central issue: The security if the

Eastern Hemisphere in general and of American interests in particular."
The elipsis is significant, for Soviet writers would
never be allowed to refer to "the hatred of Andropov" as
our authors refer to "the hatred of Reagan."
But that is all the more reason for American intellectuals, who have the freedom to speak out, to "speak
truth to power" rather than imitate their obsequious
counterparts in Russia.
George Orwell aptly described intellectuals like
Borges and Wettergreen: "The nationalist not only does
not disapprove of atrocities committed by his own side,
but he has a remarkable capacity for not even hearing
about them."
Let me close with a direct challenge: Do Borges and
Wettergreen only approve of invasions of other countries when they are carried on by the United States and
of murders when they are instigated by the CIA?
Robin Brooks
Ilistor3 Department
facials

Homeless winos need our help
Editor:
I’d like to make a comment concerning John (irms

by Berke Breathed
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by’s opinion piece concerning the San Jose winos. A
piece from NBC’s "First Camera" from Sunday Nov. 13
stated that 75 percent of homeless men and 90 percent
women are mentally ill. These products of our society
are in need of help from us.
Most of them have been in state hospitals, and are
out on outpatient programs that simply release them to
return to their life on the street with prescriptions to
help control their behavior.
I am sure that you will agree that this is no solution
to this growing problem.
I agree that these "people" are at times annoying
Needless to say, they deserve a better life and some
long-term help. Remember, these humans are sick and
deserve health just as much as you or me.
Peter Weyzen
Engineering
sophomore

U.S. should promote ‘earthism,’
not nationalism, reader says
Editor:
Thank you, Mark Johnson, for your opinion "We’re
all in this game together." If the human race doesn’t
start recognizing that we have to share this beautiful
planet, and if we don’t learn to suppress our primitive
desire to wage war, we’re all going to bite the big one.
Because of our recently acquired ability to destroy
the planet, humans better start forgetting about nationalism and thinking about earthism. We need to handle
our problems like adults. Violence won’t solve anything
First of all, let’s stop hating. Don’t hate commies.
rednecks, blacks, Iranians, women, etc. Instead, try to
love and learn to handle anger constructively. It’s hard
to do, you have to really love yourself first. It may sound
corny, but this would be a beautiful place to live in if vec
all would do it.
The alternative is probably a big mushroom cloud
over San Francisco.
Michael Hubentha I
Computer Mathematic%
senior

Sorry, Virginia,
Santa got nuked
The Soviets want to nuke Santa Claus, according to some current radio and TV ads. Apparently
there’s only room for one "red menace" on this
planet.
Maybe you’ve seen or heard the ad: All is
snowy, peaceful and serene in New England. Santa
is on the way to your chimney bearing good will,
good cheer and after-shave. His mighty, loyal reindeer pull his girth and sleigh through the sky.
But there’s more than a sleigh in that sky.
Suddenly a bomber pilot has got the soon-to-be crispy Kringle in his sights and BOOM Santa, the
East Coast and the holiday season are all gone. It’s
clear that you won’t need to go South for a warm
Christmas this year.
Then the narrator comes on, and you find out
this little scenario is an advertisement for a TV
special and that this ad is just a reminder that the
Soviets could strike at any time even during a
Macy’s white sale.
Oh. Rudolph, why does your nose glow, indeed?
That’s pretty sick.
Still, I’d like to know who’s going to get it next
from the "commies."
If the Soviets can blow up Santa Claus at
Christmas (the dirty bastards surely they’d
know they’d be screwing up most New Year’s celebrations and Capricorn birthdays, too), then for
sure they’d have few qualms about knocking off the
tooth fairy, or even the Easter Bunny just before
beach season.
I can hear the radio ad now:
SCENE: (Peaceful music laces the atmosphere
with an eau de air freshener ad, or perhaps a lovely
spring day. We hear . . .) Thumpity-thumpitythumpity-thumpity-thumpity-thumpity-thumpity-thumpity-thumpity-THUMP.
NARRATOR: A vaporized mommy can’t devil a
vaporized egg, kiddies. The Soviets don’t give a
hoot who wins the egg hunt; they just want to win
the arms race. They just might strike this Easter.
Tune into the Callous Broadcasting Service’s showing of "The Worst Morning’ After Ever: Really, It
Was Pretty Gross," tonight, before it’s too late. . .
As soon as threatening viewers with nuclear
holocaust for not watching a particular television
program proves itself a ratings success, other businesses will latch onto this promotional genius. And
when they do, no childhood hero will be safe from
the Soviet and television menace:
SCENE: (An idyllic August day at Disneyland. The
Alviso-based Blather family heads for the Matterhorn en mane, tickets in hand, lollypops in face,
polyestor in place.)
MOM: (Oblivious to the Soviet Nuclear Warhead
falling overhead) It’s a beautiful day.
All we hear next is "squeak," and then "KAPOW!" Mickey go boom boom. Mickey gets splat
tered all over the Blathers.
NARRATOR: The Soviets have never gone to Bear
Country or ridden on Space Mountain. They don’t
care if you ever do either. They’d just as soon blow
it up along with the rest of Southern California.
Why risk it? Come to Merrytot’s Late-Great America instead, . . .
Craig Carter is the Daily’s feature editor. His
column appears every Monday and Thursday.
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Q&A

With Larry Gerston
Larry Gerston is an associate professor
in the Political Science Department. He has
written several articles on California politics
for the San Jose Mercury News and has ana1yzed election results for KNTV news.
Staff writer Jeff Barbosa spoke with
Gerston on his role in the department and his
perceptions of state and national political
t rends.
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Q: Why do you want to become chairman
of the Political Science Department?
A: Looking for a challenge. I feel pretty
comfortable about the things I’ve managed to
do. Having enjoyed teaching and writing. I
turned to something a little different. I
thought the opportunity to serve the department as chairman would give me different
experiences and perhaps I’ll be able to give
something a little different to the department.
Q: What will your goals be as chairman
of the department?
A: Well, one of the goals we’re working
on this very year is we’re engaged in a very
serious effort to get ourselves at least one
permanent position here in public administration or U.S. politics, because those are
fields inundated with students and we feel
they’re not staffed well enough. That’s a
tough trick these days, with budgetary allocations being what they are.
Q: What is it about politics that attracts
you to it?
A: I love politics. It represents the struggle over one of life’s most precious recources,
power. To me, power is one of those commodities that is going to be used by somebody,
somehow, in some way. It’s a given. As long
as we must devise ways for those people to
govern, the struggle for power will be there.
It’s interesting to study.
Q: Many people from the rest of the
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If you follow the Giants, you probably know that these characteristics
make up the setting at Candlestick
Park. better known as "the wind tunnel
of the major leagues."
Time has come for the city of San
Francisco to build a new stadium.
It needs a stadium that can seat no
less than 70.000, have ample parking,
and be situated in a desirable part of
the city. The fact that Candlestick Park
is sitting right next to the Pacific Ocean
automatically means fans are in for
some long afternoons and evenings.
High winds, fog, and cold temperatures
combine to contribute to fans’ miseries.
These unfortunate characteristics have
caused Candlestick to be the worst facility in the major leagues.
In a recent San Francisco press
conference. Mayor Dianne Feinstein
made it clear that she supported the
idea of a new ultra -modern stadium.
Plans for the 70,000-seat stadium,
which could cost as much as $227 million, must pass outstanding hurdles before construction can begin. Financing
must be worked out, thousands of parking spaces located, transportation
problems solved, and San Francisco
voter approval granted.
Doming Candlestick would be a
waste of time and money, and building
a new stadium is a great idea on San
Francisco’s part. Giants/49er fans will
be able to watch events in peace, instead of retreat.
Despite opposition from some city
officials, the mayor has powerful argu-

ments in favor of the new stadium.
Most prominent among these is the risk
to baseball fans of losing the Giants.
whose lease on Candlestick expires in
1994.
Feinstein has said that she favors
building a stadium from scratch because it would be "more feasible" than
rehabilitating Candlestick. Using arguments from a $300,000 consultant’s
study, she predicted a new stadium
might cost less.
Feinstein said Candlestick is in deperate need of repair. Its steel superstructure has all but rusted, and rehabilitation alone would cost more that $68
million. Feinstein said additional expenses from necessary transportation
improvements, part of which state and
federal sources would supply, and
about $18.7 million in continuing debt
on the facility, would bring total costs
to about $135 million.
By comparison, a privately built
stadium could cost as little as $127.7
million, according to city officials.
Candlestick, which was built in 1960
is the second oldest National League
facility. Only Wrigley Field in Chicago,
built in 1916, is older.
When Candlestick was first built,
contractors warned former Giant
owner Horace Stoneham about the
wind problem. Wind was nowhere to be
found during morning hours. But once
the afternoon arrived it was everywhere. Balls that would have been
home runs in other parks were kept
inside by the stiff gusts.
The wind was so bad that former
New York Mets’ manager Casey
Stengel would have his team take infield fly practice whenever the Mets
came to San Francisco. The most famous Candlestick wind episode took
place in the 1962 All-Star Game, when
Giant relief pitcher Stu Miller was actually Mown off the mound.
All of these factors are evidence
that Candlestick is obsolete and needs
to make way for a new facility one in
which San Francisco can be proud of,
but also one where Giants and 49er
faithfuls can say "We can finally watch
a sporting event in accommodating
surroundings without worrying about
getting ’blown away.’ "
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YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN
oFncurs COMMISSION
IN ’THE ARM
Your BSN means you’re a professional. In the Army, it also
means you’re an officer. You start as a full-fledged member dour
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

Q: California is the most populous state
in the nation. II has more representathes in
the House than any other state. Do we base
as much influence on federal policy as we
should base?
A, No. As a matter fact, the congressional delegation, for the most part, have behaved abominably. Friction exists between
Republicans and Democrats, between southerners and northerners, between rural and
urban representatives. We’ve got that threeway division and it’s very difficult. I guess if
there’s any recent example of the state acting
in a cohesive, congressional matter, it would
probably be the instance of offshore oil drilling. But on most issues, federally subsidized
water, immigration, defense policy, welfare
Issues, we have Californians checking Californians.
Q: In terms of success, how would you
compare George Deukmejian’s first nine
months in office with his predecessors?
A: I would say, in the short term, he’s a
winner, Ronald Reagan, conservative Republican, went to work with a Democratic legislative, that actually was not as liberal as this
one is. Because of his style and personality,
Reagan and the Democratic legislature, rhetoric aside, worked fairly well together. Reagan compromised on some pretty important
issues.
Then Jerry Brown, a liberal Democrat,
working with a liberal legislature and again
personalities being what they are, there was
nothing but hostilities, competition and certainly a lot of jealousy. The legislature pretty
much told Brown what to do, where to go and
how to get there. Deukmejian, who a lot of
people viewed as another Reagan, is far less
willing to compromise and we’ve had one
conflict after another and I would say in all
the important ones, Deukmejian has come
out the winner.

United States slew Californians as off-thewall. with a different lifestyle. IS California
different politically from other regions of the
country?
A: In many ways California is different
Whether you call it a trend setter or an aberration depends upon how you want to look at
everybody else. I do believe, California is different from other states. Different in terms of
its size. Different in terms of its population.
It’s very diverse. It’s different in that it has
so many regions in one state. It’s the richest
agriculture area in the country.
California is also just a caricature of all
the other things going on in the country. It’s
an exaggeration. Chances are if something
different happens, it’s going to happen first
here. I don’t care if its tax revolt, or efforts to
end capital punishment 20 years ago or solutions to abortion. Virtually every important
socio-economic question seems to get attention here.
Q: Californians have a habit of voting for
Republican presidential candidates while simultaneously electing Democrats to majority positions in the state legislature. Why does
this occur so frequently?
A: Party loyalty is of little significance to
California voters. We do not have deeply em betted roots in the party system here. Most of
this stems from the progressive reforms that
hit a number of states at the turn of the century. Iowa, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Minnesota
were some of the states hit the hardest. California probably has the most residue of all of
those and with progressive reforms, political
parties were done in.
Californians quickly became comfortable with voting for the person, not the party.
So it is quite conceivable in many instances
that the vote, up and down the ticket, is split,
and split between Republican presidents and
Democratic legislators.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Prof. clarifies
travel program
Editor:
This letter is to rectify some of
the statements made by staff writer
Mark Johnson in a Nov. 7 article
about the Travel-Studies and the International programs.
The article did bring the Foreign Study Programs to the attention of the students.
It is important that SJSU students and the community at large be
made aware of the opportunities
available to them to study abroad. It
is not only a sound educational experience, but also a very enriching
one.
I want to point out a few inaccuracies in the article, because some

of the statements, as they were written, could be misleading:
The "alternatives" are not
available through the SJSU Foreign
Language Department, but through
Continuing Education;
the requirements are the same
for all the students, but because
more students apply than can be selected, selection is on a competitive
basis;
students in the programs are not
"left free to do what they want, for
the most part, while abroad." They
have rigorous academic objectives
to fulfill; they follow courses as they
do at SJSU, and are graded according to their academic work.
Once their academic year is
over (usually by June), they are
free to return to the United States or
do what they want: Visit, travel,

visit relatives, etc;
the resident director of France
for 1983-84 is Professor David McNeil.
Sebastian Cassarino
Department of Foreign Languages
professor

LETTERS
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature, major, phone
number and class standing. The
phone number is for verification
purposes, and will not be printed.
Letters can be delivered to the
Daily, upstairs in Dwight Bente!
Hall, oral the information center on
the first floor of the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit letters for length, grammar and libel.

If you’re a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do you know
what’s stopping you from getting the American Express’ Card?
You guessed it.
Nothing.
Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We believe
in you now. And we’re proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That’s it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why should you get the American Express Card now?
Because the Card is great for shopping.
Whether it’s a new suit for the job or a new stereo for home, the American
Express Card is welcomed at the finest stores all over the country. And even if you
need furniture for your place, you can do it with the Card.
Of course, it’s also great for restaurants,
and travel. It also begins to establish
your credit historyfor any really big things
you might need.
So call 800-528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at your
college bookstore or on campus bulletin board,.
The American Express Card. Don’t leave
school without it.’"

hotels,

(-

Look for an application on campus.
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Enna Bornbeck plays the suburbs
"Me too," Erma quipped back with the weariness of
the long day of TV appearances, interviews and book signing creeping into her voice.
"What are you making for dinner tonight, Erma?"
She looked up at the long line of autograph seekers
and said, "Oh, I thought I’d have duck."
"How you holding up, Erma?" one signature seeker
asked.
"I’m getting a little shaky,"she said, after running
through two pens worth of frenetic autographing, and the
end of the line not in sight.
"So am I," admitted the nervous fan.
Even when it was time to go, Erma stuck around until

friend’s mother. Then I got flagged down by everyone in
the office, so I grabbed one for everyone else. Then I got
the rest of the day off from work to do this."
"She always seems to hit it right on the nail. I can
relate to her so well. She’s gone through it, she’s a veteran
mother," Valerie Callori said, as she waited in line with
two blond daughters in a double stroller.
"You are passionate about life, it’s a real gift,"
bubbled a young woman, when she finally met Erma.
After she signed a book for one little boy’s mom, he
smiled sheepishly, kissed the book, and held it to his chest
as he beamed at her.
But most of the crowd seemed more interested in

’She’s a great writer. I mean she’s not
Shakespeare, but I can understand
her. I could never understand him.’
Mike Trainer

Kathy Kollinzas

Erma Horn beck

She helps people laugh at motherhood
By Gigi Bisson

America’s favorite female humor writer sat on a velvet chair surrounded by security guards and photographers. Her hair was perfectly sprayed and her makeup
was immaculate. Nearly a thousand people waited patiently for a chance to get her autograph.
After signing one woman’s copy of her book, the
woman hugs it, and exclaims, "After today, I could die
happy!"
The famous author shudders and says, "Please, don’t
say that."
This is America’s most famous housewife. Erma
Bombeck?
We expect a frumpy woman in a housecoat sitting on
a Lay -Z-Boy recliner in the kitchen, making sacrifices for
her family by eating the egg with the broken yoke with a
bent fork.
We forget that this funny lady who we’ve welcomed
into our lives and our living rooms for over twenty years
Is now a big star.
Erma was wedged between the cosmetic counter and
designer shoes in San Jose’s Emporium Capwell last
week, her last stop on a tour to promote her new book,
"Motherhood, the World’s Second Oldest Profession."
The unexpectedly huge crowd of fans snaked from one
end of the department store to the other.
One autograph seeker asked Erma if even she expected the huge crowd - "No, no. If I knew, I would have
come yesterday!"
What kind of person reads Erma Bombeck? If the San
Jose crowd at Capwell’s was any indication, everyone is
in love with the nationally-syndicated columnist.
There were young moms, grandmoms and moms to
be. The air was rich with the squeals of children and
crying babies. Even a few dads and househusbands
waited for their chance to meet the woman who says the
only way to survive motherhood is to laugh about it.

Erma the morn, than Erma the celebrity.
"You can identify with her, everybody can relate to
some part of her," one mom said, echoing the sentiments
of many.
Somehow everybody managed to ignore the security
guards, the flashbulbs, and the big sign that said "Meet
television celebrity Erma Bombeck in person!" They
leaned over the velvet ropes surrounding her to chat just
like two neighboring housewives leaning over the fence as
they hung up the laundry.
For many, it was like finally meeting up with an old
friend they hadn’t seen in years.
"Hi Erma, you look wonderful."
"Well I went to a fat farm and lost four pounds in five
days but I went back to my old eating habits."
"We are kindred spirits, Erma, we’ve been married
for the same number of years."
"I even have my husband reading you, Erma."
"I finally got rid of all my kids, Erma"
"What did you do, move?" she replied with her famous wit.
"I saw you on Good Morning America, and then A.M.
San Francisco, I’ve seen you all day."
"I went to work at six o’clock this morning so I could
be here." one woman said.

-She’s a great writer," Mike Trainer said, "I mean
she’s not Shakespeare, but I can understand her.
"I could never understand him."
One man who only identified himself as "Mr. Mom"
said he started reading her column when he lost his job
and his wife left him home with the kids.
How is it like being a mother?
"Just the way she writes it," he said cynically.
"From the time you get home and drop the groceries until
the kids say ’can I go out and play?’ and you say NO."
Candy Wynholds of San Jose bought three copies of
"Motherhood, the World’s Second Oldest Profession," "one for my mother, one for my mother-in-law and one
for me.
"I’m a big fan, but my daughter is an even bigger fan
and she’s 11. She’s read more of her books than! have."
What does an 11 -year-old have in common with 56year-old Erma Bombeck?
"A sense of humor and she’s a good female role
model. I think my daughter identifies with having to be
able to step back and laugh at some of the absurdities of
life."
When Erma started her "At Wit’s End- column on
the Kettering-Oakwood Times for $3 per installment she
was 37, and there were few female role models for her to
follow.
Today the column is syndicated in over 900 newspapers: she has written best-selling books like "If life is a
bowl of cherries, why am I in the pits?;" produced the
short-lived TV situation comedy, "Maggie:" and is a frequent guest on ABC’s "Good Morning America."
She now earns over $500,000 a year.
Her success story is a housewives dream, and she
urges other witty women to "start your own column!"
Carol Reade, an SJSU business major has Christmas
taken care of. She bought copies of Erma’s book "for my
mother, one of the girls at work, myself, and my boy-

"I found my man
through the
classifieds!"

every book was signed. She had an aid call her husband 01
34 years, Bill, and tell him she was going to be late. Erma
rescheduled her flight home.
It was her sixth week of signing autographs, and she
had only been home twice.
"I’d have more enemies if I walked out right now,"
she said. "I couldn’t do that.
"You realize my husband is eating cold cuts tonight,
because of this."
True to her reputation as a trooper. Erma kept her
sense of humor through it all.
"I’ll tell my friends you laughed," said one woman,
after she took Erma’s picture.
"Tell them the circumstances, then tell them I laug-i
hed,"she replied.
"I’ve never been that patient in a line, "she told on
person who had waited an hour-and-a -half. "Well, maybet,
for Robert Redford, I would, I don’t know.
When the crowd finally trickled down, Erma asked
one autograph hunter how she wanted her copy signed.
"Just ’Erma,’"
Then America’s first lady of humor laughed heartily
and said."Erma? How do you spell that?"

EARN MONEY OVER
CHRISTMAS VACATION
Immediate openings for:

Receptionists
Secretaries
Typists
General Clerks
Experienced Electronic Assemblers

ION

The
"Kelly Girl"
People

SERVICES
Never a Fee
Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/H

50 Town & Country Village
3315 Almaden Expwy, #29
298 So. Sunnyvale Ave., #207

246-0472
267-4900
733-3268

A Rare Rolling Stones
1965 Concert Film

Look to the
Spartan
Daily
classifieds
for almost
all your
needs.
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Also - "Fillmore," a concert film.
Nov.
$1.00 at

18th, 9:00 p.m. - Charlie, 10:00 p.m. - Fillmore
Morris Dailey, with professional sound system

THE FRIDAY FILM

For a private consultation at
no cost call 297-4248
for your appointment.
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U.S. utilizes war games;
may aid Army for stress tests
KA qSAS CITY. Mo. CAP) The Army is
playin g video war games, not to entertain the
troop.. but to measure the effects of stress on
performance.
The Army calls the test its "Star Wars
game," which was designed and developed in
Kansas City under a contract with the nonprofit Midwest Research Institute, a top research facility.
"It’s fun to give, fun to take and yields scientific information," said Dr. Frederick
Hegge, a scientist at -the Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research in suburban Washington.
"Using a game format keeps people interested and may help us get measurements that
we haven’t been able to get in the past," said
Hegge, who, until recently, was chief of the
Army’s Department of Military Medical Psychophysiology, which monitored and funded the
game.
As a person plays, researchers measure
the effects of stress on efficiency and speed,
memory, information processing, decision
making, risk taking and psychomotor skills.
The game called Strategic and Tactical
Assessment Record or STAR by the institute
is played on a video display terminal. Each
contest is considered a military mission in
which the goal is to seek out enemy warship
anddestroy them in the most energy efficient
way in the time alloted.
The "battlefield" is shown as a grid pattern, and a player must do battle in one quadrant before moving on. Information is provided on the screen about enemy location,
ammunition and fuel supplies as players carry
out a mission timed by a digital clock in the
corner of the screen.
Players must keep track of battle positions
and the other data while ’plotting strategy.
Mathematical calculations are involved in determining the most direct way to travel be-
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Researchers plan to incorporate their findings into Army teaching curriculums, training
exercises and field manuals, Hegge said.
"What it becomes is basic information ot
use to people who must makc military decisions," he said.
Each game can be varied. Charles Graham, MRI’s principal investigator on the STAR
project, said stress was introduced into a mission by cutting down on the time allowed for the
mission or by reducing the amount of fuel and
other resources available to the player.
The project’s co-principal investigator,
Harvey Cohen, said MRI did not vary physical
conditions such as room temperature or study
the effects of sleep loss, both of which have
been found to cause added stress.
Unlike arcade video games which rely on
random choices, each move in STAR is evaluated by researchers against predetermined
optimal alternatives.
If a player is skillful, each game becomes
more challenging and more stressful. Hegge
said a computer terminal was used for the
game, because computers are now a mainstay
in battle strategy and tactics.
In designing STAR, Graham said the MRI
research team recognized that some people can
perform well under the stress that accompanies complicated tasks, and some can’t.
The need to respond quickly to a variety of
tasks under stressful conditions is becoming
more and more apparent during battles, Hegge
said.
"More and more people have more and
more information that they have to process and
make decisions with. War is becoming more
and more complex."
These changes are compounded, he said,
when battles continue into the night, giving soldiers little chance to rest. He said soldiers al’

Volunteers shed tears
over this experiment
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People
NEW ORLEANS (Al’)
shed tears because they are happy, sad
or because they’ve got
or angry
something in their eye. At Tulane University’s Tear Analysis Laboratory,
volunteers cry for science.
The lab breaks teardrops into their
basic chemical components, giving researchers a fountain -of information
about the human body and hope that
tear analysis might one day replace
some painful blood tests and spinal
taps.
In their first project, researchers
found a Vitamin A deficiency among
people with a malady known as "dryeye syndrome," said Dr. Peter R.
Kastl, director of the lab, which is less
than a year old.

kr

Other work has linked one group of
tear chemicals to rheumatoid arthritis

and shown that tears can help detect
and prevent eye diseases.
Kastl also hopes to learn whether
tears can be used to detect the presence
of pollutants or drugs in the body..
He wants to develop tear tests that
will replace painful blood tests and spinal taps.
To get the tears for study, volunteers take a healthy whiff of an onion
slice, then carefully remove the tears
from their eyes through a thin glass
pipe, where the droplets are collected.
The research may reveal much
about the chemistry of tears, but Kastl
has no illusions that he will learn exactly why people cry when they leave a
lover or attend a wedding.
"Emotional tears are different,"
he said. "They’re reflex tears. But why
we’re able to cry, I don’t know."

Female firefighters
begin training in S.F.
SAN FRANCISCO CAP) The San
Francisco Civil Service Commission has
’,voted to place 20 women on the list from
iv which firefighters are hired, and the city’s
" first female firefighters could be sworn in
early next year.
Among the 20 women to be listed in the
"wake of Monday’s 4-1 vote are five who
have passed physical and written tests
and will start the department’s one-year
? training course in February or March,
said Fire Chief Emmet Condon.
At least 15 other women are expected
to enroll in a two-month physical training
program aimed at fire department employment, a program to be financed by
C.

Pastor travels
in unique,
ol(1-time way
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"Children and their
mamas just love it," said
Dickey, who came to Hardison Baptist, just inside
the Crawford County line.
18 years ago when he felt
the call to a country
church.
"When I dug this thing
out of the honeysuckles and
the briars, I really didn’t
know what I was getting
into," he said.

Becoming a firefighter is "something
I wished to be when I was a girl," she said.
The others who passed both the physical and written tests are Diane Boyle.
Laura Barnaby, Victoria Hayden and Wilhelmina V. Heyden.

ways have been sleep-deprived, but it’s getting
worse.
"The modern battlefield.. is one that goes
around the clock, night and day. High technology weapons systems are capable of sighting in
the dark like never before. The strategy of opponents is one of unrelenting pressure," Hegge
said."We have to understand the impact of
these stresses on performance if we’re going to
have a functional Army."
He said the Army planned to administer
STAR and other tests in a heat chamber so
"they ( the Army) will know how people can
perform in a field setting where heat and humidity are present."

Court says CHP
can’t fire officers
who fail bike test
SACRAMENTO (AP) A Superior Court judge has
blocked the California Highway Patrol from firing three
veteran patrolmen who flunked a test on a stationary
bicycle, saying there was no proven connection between
the test and job performance.
The order, handed down by Judge Horace Cecchetini
Tuesday, applies only to the three patrolmen, but their
union said it appeared the CHP would not be able to fire
any of 200 officers who failed physical performance tests
Cecchetini issued an injunction preventing firing or
demotion of the officers until the case goes to trial, at
which time the CHP could try to present evidence showing its tests were related to job performance. CHP
spokesman Kent Milton said the patrol has not decided
what action to take.
In his order, the judge said the three officers are
"seasoned veterans with exemplary records." To allow
the CHP to fire officers before the validity of the tests is
proven, he said, "could result in scores of layoffs and. .
termination of the older, veteran officer."
The suit involves five physical tests that the patrol
started requiring of its officers in April 1982 to decide
whether they were overweight. This July, officers who
flunked were ordered transferred to desk jobs and given
90 days to pass the tests or lose their jobs.
The tests included pedaling a stationary bicycle 140
revolutions in two minutes, with resistance adjusted to
body weight. It was supposed to be the equivalent of run ning 500 yards in two minutes.
The California Association of Highway Patrolmen.
the officers’ union, filed suit on behalf of the officers.

The newest twist
to the oldest game.

Electrolysis Clinic

4 IS Haywood Ave (Ott tevens Creek, Behind I von)

(408) 247-7486
SEX SHOP ARCADE & BOOKS
X

One o the largest selections of the
latest a dult material in books,
n ew & used films Beta
magazines
& VHS t pe rental
Viewing Mac ines
Private Booths
Marital Aids

389 So. First St. at W. San Salva dor
294-2135

25 W San Salvador at So 1st 998-9488
$200 Admission for SISU student,.
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6 am

11 pm Sun-Thurs

Early Bird Dinner
4pm-7pm
,$4.50
Soup Salad Luncheon
all -you -can -eat
$4.50
11am-3pm
Champagne Sunday Brunch
llam-3pm
1205 The Alameda
286-9422
OPEN 24 HOURS FRI-SAT
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10% Off with this ad

LIVE! SUNDAYS
AT 4:30
agli"

14’

With KNTV Sports Director

And San Jose State Coach

TOM JAN IS

JACK ELWAY

Gospel Extravaganza Production Staff
Presents The

Introducing

ULTRAGAMMON

Finally, after 6,000 years of 2
player Backgammon, 4 player
Backgammon is here! You can
play with 2, 3 or 4 players and up
to 9 different games. Order yours
today!

4th Annual
Gospel Extravaganza
"An Early Thanksgiving Celebration"
When: Sunday, Nov. 20,1983
rime: 3:30-9:30 pm
Doors Open at 2.30

Where: Morris Daily
Price: Students 51.00
General $2.00

Featured Artists Include

Sheila Robinson
Collegiate Discount
Please send _Ultragammon games
at $29.95 plus $2 postage and handling. Amount enclosed
Name
Address
City

St

OPEN 8AM TO 2AM DAILY
Call our Pink Cat Theater
for latest features

However, Judith Rich. KGO public
relations director, said the ad still runs
throughout the day, and the station
phones continue to ring off the hook.
"I had a parent (Tuesday) who
said her 20-year-old daughter was upset
by the ad. . .on principle," said Rich,
who said the ad will run through Friday
when the last part of the series is aired.
"One of our justifications for running the ad is that children are used to
watching television and they know an
animated (ad) is not real," she said.
"The other point is that the ad is satiric. Santa symbolizes the American
way of life, and the Soviets are blowing
it up."
Debbie Zimmerman. account supervisor for KGO at the Los Angeles
agency of Davis, Johnson, Mogul & Colombatto, said the ad was spawned by
the downing of a Korean airliner by the
Soviets.
"That tragic event was the genesis
of our concept," she said. "What we
were trying to say was that the Soviets
do not have any regard for human life."

Spartans vs... Arizona State

Five white male applicants for department jobs, members of "Firefighter Candidates for a Fair Hiring," say they may
go to court to challenge the commission
vote.

Permanent, confidential removal
of unwanted hair
Call for free consultation today
Day or evening appointments

SAN FRANCISCO AP A local
television station’s animated promotion showing Santa Claus being blasted
from the sky by a Soviet missile has
prompted a flood of calls from angry
parents who say the ad scares their
children.
The advertisement, which has been
airing since Friday on KGO-TV, is a
promotion for a four-part documentary
series called "Green Street Reds," an
investigation of the Soviet consulate in
San Francisco.
In the ad, Santa, pulled by prancing
reindeer over snow-covered rooftops.
disappears in a ball of fire after a Soviet missile slams into his sleigh. Second later, the smoking wreckage spins
groundward.
"We concur with viewers that very
young children could become upset by
portions of the ad," KGO News Director Pete Jacobus said in a statement
Tuesday. "For that reason, we have
taken steps to ensure it does not air
during programs that have a mostly
young audience

At other times, a soldier might be asked to
play STAR continuously for a long period of
time to evaluate the effects of sleep deprivation.
The game approach was suggested at the
Midwest Research Institute by Mary Cook,
head of its Biobehavioral Sciences Section, and
was developed with the help of 22 college student volunteers 13 women and nine men
who played over 800 games.
Among other things, Hegge said, the Army
wants to set up the game for group, rather than
individual, play.

Unwanted hair?

BYRON, Ga. (AP)
With a hankering for that
Is
transportation,
old-time
the Rev. Boyd Dickey
hitched a horse named Dan
to a rickety red-and-black
surrey and rode out to visit
the faithful.
That was three months
ago, and since then the 673
members of the Hardison
Baptist Church have got
used to seeing their pastor
tie up his open buggy out hide their doors.

San Francisco taxpayers.
One of the five immediate candidates
for the fire department course is Sara Coe.
26, a carpenter who said she has done
physical work all her life.

’War is becoming
more and more
cornplex’
Dr. Frederick Hegge

Santa goes boom;
TV viewers upset
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Israeli aircraft attack
More than 450 arrested
bases in Lebanon
in British missile protests Moslem
Bekaa Valley raid aimed at pro-Iranian terrorists
Police arrested more than 450
LONDON (AP)
host to
demonstrators during Britain’s first full day
U.S. cruise missiles, and Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher said a nuclear "balance of terror" was helping to preserve world peace.
"Nuclear weapons have in fact prevented war,"
the Conservative Party leader said in a television interview broadcast by the British Broadcasting Cr.rp.
on Tuesday night.
"It is a balance of terror, but it has kept the
peace."

At the U.S Air Force base at Greenham Common,
50 miles west of London, dozens of women, just released on bail after being arrested at demonstrations.
returned to their 26-month -old protest camp.
A second shipment of cruise missiles was apparently flown into the base Tuesday, 24 hours after the
initial consignment. Press reports and the BBC said it
was believed the nuclear warheads had arrived as
well.
Most of the Tuesday’s arrests were at Greenham
and outside the House of Commons in London.
Groups of legislators left the building to watch
demonstrators, mainly women, who had blockaded the
main entrance being bundled into police trucks.
In the north England city of Manchester, Defense
Secretary Michael Heseltine was sprayed with red
paint as police battled to get him through hundreds of

student demonstrators to address a Conservative students’ meeting at Manchester University.
Heseltine later said, "I’m very worried about the
techniques and tactics of these protests groups. They
are very anxious to get more publicity, but they are
using methods abhorrent to the British people."
But opposition socialist Labor Party legislator Bob
Clay complained in the Commons that police "abused"
their powers by mass arrests of 300 demonstrators
outside the 800-year -old building.
In Parliament, Thatcher ducked questions about
how many cruise missiles have arrived.
Defense Ministry officials also refused to comment on the cargo unloaded Tuesday from a C-I41 U.S.
transport plane, similar to the one that brought the
first consignment Monday.
Sixteen cruise missiles, of a total of 160 destined
for Britain. are due to be operational at Greenham by
NATO’s Dec. 31 deadline.
They are the first of a total of 572 cruise and Pershing 2 missiles to be deployed in five West European
countries by 1988 in response to the Soviet buildup of
SS-20 mid-range missiles.
Recent opinion polls show about 50 percent of Britons oppose the deployment, compared with around 60
percent in soundings a year ago. In the past year.
Heseltine has led a government drive to build up public
acceptance and undercut the high -profile protest
movements.

BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) -- Israeli warplanes yesterday rocketed and bombed the east Lebanon base of proIranian Moslem terrorists suspected in the suicide truck bombings of the U.S., French and Israeli military positions.
State and privately owned radio stations in Beirut
said the attacks were centered on two camps in the Bekaa
Valley, about 33 miles east of Beirut and three miles from
Syria, used by Shiite Moslem extremists loyal to Iranian
ruler Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
Dense black smoke filled the sky as fires started by
the jet attack engulfed two guerrilla camps. Yanta and
Shaara, near the town of Nabi Sheet, Lebanese state radio
said.
There were no immediate reports of casualties. The
state radio said four Israeli jets participated in the 30minute attack.
The camps are known to be the main base of the Amal
Islamic Movement and Hezbollah, or Party of God, two
Moslem Shiite extremist factions that publicly lauded the
Oct. 23 attacks that killed 239 American and 58 French
servicemen in Beirut.
The two factions had also praised the almost identical
attack Nov. 4 on an Israeli military post at Tyre that
killed 29 Israeli troops and 32 Palestinian and Lebanese
prisoners.
A pro-Iranian group called Islamic Holy War claimed
responsibility for all three attacks.

Soviets mark anniversary of U.S. ties
MOSCOW (AP) At almost the stroke of
midnight, the Soviet Union formally acknowledged yesterday’s 50th anniversary of diplomatic ties with its ideological and military
rival, the United States.
It was on Nov. 16. 1933, that President
Franklin D. Roosevelt cabled Soviet President
Maxim Litvinov, establishing formal diplomatic ties and telling "Dear Mr. Litvinov" he
hoped U.S.-Soviet relations "may forever remain normal and friendly."
A half-century later, although superpower
relations are at perhaps their lowest ebb since
World War IL the official Soviet news agency
Tass marked the anniversary promptly.
The clock had barely passed midnight in

Moscow when the agency moved the full text of
a telegram which it said went from the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet to President Reagan.
The Presidium is headed by President Yuri
V. Andropov, who has been out of public view
since Aug. 18. He did not sign the telegram in
person but his name was prominently mentioned in Soviet media Tuesday and in preceding days. suggesting he is still in firm control
politically although reportedly sick.
The collective signoff on the telegram may
have been intended to show it was a message
from the Soviet leadership rather than a personal missive from one superpower leader to
another.

In the telegram, the Soviets struck a tone
markedly more conciliatory than that of recent
anti-American and anti -Reagan propaganda in
their own state-run media.
The telegram as reported by Tass noted
that the two superpowers had established diplomatic ties based on "recognition of the basic
difference in their social and economic systems
and at the same time from recognition of the
fact that this difference is no obstacle to normal
inter-state relations."
"We believe that our countries have reasons for duly appreciating the significance of
such a date as the 50th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations," the telegram
said.

Grenada invasion proves U.S. power,
warns Soviet Union, Army chief says

WASHINGTON (AP) A half century after
being established, diplomatic relations between the
United States and the Soviet Union are at one of
their lowest ebbs, diplomatic veterans of both superpowers agree.
"We have got to find a way out of this mess we
are in," Soviet Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin said
Tuesday night as he helped mark the anniversary
of the opening of relations Nov. 16. 1933.
Four former U.S. ambassadors to the Soviet
Union joined Dobrynin in marking 50 years of U.S.
relations at a dinner sponsored by the Woodrow
Wilson Center at the Smithsonian Institution.
Former Ambassador George Kennan was the
gloomiest.
One of the nation’s foremost diplomatic historians, Kennan said history teaches that a weapons
race, such as the one in which Moscow and Washington now are engaged, is "a dangerous trap, from
which, to date, the competing parties have never
found a means of escape, except in the disasters ot
war."
He said the two nations had been thrown into
today’s nuclear arms race and are "simply writhing helplessly, at immense danger to themselves
and to the world around them."
Kennan, the dinner’s keynote speaker, said that
the hope expressed 50 years ago by President
Franklin Roosevelt, that U.S.-Soviet relations
would forever remain friendly and enhance world
peace, now sound "pathetic measured against the
situation that exists today."
Former Ambassador Malcolm Toon said he agreed that "our relations are at the lowest ebb since
World War II."
. Former Ambassador Foy Kohler said he believes a way will be found to preserve peace by
keeping up the diplomatic dialogue between the two
nations.
The main portion of Dobrynin’s remarks were
declared off the record by the organizers of the
events. But those ground rules were not in effect
when he rose to object to Toon’s complaint that U.S
officials in Moscow are not given the opportunity
accorded to Dobrynin to address national opinion
leaders. "I did not come here to say we’re all right
and you’re all wrong," he said.
Walter J. Stoessel, another former ambassador
to Moscow, said it cannot be predicted that U.S.Soviet relations will ever be described as warm or
friendly.
"At the same time, we have to realize we cannot go to war," said Stoessel said.

NEW YORK ( AP( The U.S. military
operation in Grenada has served to warn
the Soviets "that we have quality young
people that can perform quickly with minimum casualties," Army Chief of Staff
John A. Wickham Jr. said Tuesday.
As small as the Caribbean operation
was, Wickham said in an hour-long interview with editors of The Associated Press,
the successful effort shows the Soviets:
"We have a very ready force."
"Doesn’t that really contribute to deterrence? Because the Soviets have to

think. ’You know, it’s a pretty tough little
Army, or tough Navy, or tough Air Force
or Marines that the United States has,
Wickham said.
He noted that "less than 5 percent of
our soldiers that went into Grenada had
ever heard a shot fired in anger."
"Actually, only about 11 in each of the
two Ranger batallions had ever seen war
and that tells you a little bit about the
quality of the capabilities," said-INickham, Army chief since June.
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a second happy hour to
kick things off for your
evenings
out.
I. rom
10:30 to 11:30 pm, you
have a choice of real
strawberry, peach, or
lime margaritas by the
liter for just $4.50. Tantilizing tacos will be
served to you with our
compliments. Join us
through Thursday and
Saturday to take part in
the fiesta.
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The Israeli command said the camps served as a
training group and launching base for anti -Israeli attacks.
Israeli military sources said the guerrilla base con
tamed anti-aircraft guns, vehicles, buildings and tents.
The Israeli command’s communique, issued in Tel
Aviv, said all Israeli planes returned safely to their base
and the pilots reported direct hits on their targets.
Lebanese state radio said the jets struck at 9:20 a.m.
(2:20 EST). Just before the attack, witnesses at the U.S
Marine base at Beirut’s international airport said the
saw what appeared to be Israeli jets fly overhead.
About an hour earlier, U.N. Soldiers at their barracks
in Tyre reported hearing four explosions and more than
1,000 rounds of heavy machine gun and small arms fire.
Residents said the gunfire and explosions occurred at
a road junction one mile south of the Israeli security
headquarters that was bombed Nov. 4.
An Israeli army spokesman said one Israeli soldier
was slightly injured by small arms fire while he was
traveling in a vehicle east of Tyre. Israeli soldiers
searched the area for the assailants, he said.
The Amal Islamic Movement is headed by Hussein
Musawi, a former Lebanese school teacher who broke
away from Lebanon’s dominant Shiite militia called
Amal to form a splinter group that advocated "revolutionary violence" as the means to install an Islamic Lebanese regime loyal to Khomeini.

Stephanie serves as a liason to dorm students,
Greek associations, and other community groups.
She can answer your questions or help you
get more involved in the campus community.

For more information
Just call

277-3201

Funded by Associated Students
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U.S. diplomats walk tightrope
Terrorists claim shooting between Greece and Turkey

of U.S. navy liason officer
ATHENS, Greece (AP) A left-wing terrorist
group suspected of killing a CIA official in Greece
eight years ago has claimed responsibility for gunning
down a U.S. naval attache and his civilian driver.
An anonymous telephone caller to the leftist
Athens newspaper Eleftherotypia said "November 17"
had engineered the shootings.
We shall send you a file explaining why we carried out this killing," police quoted the caller as saying.
Navy Capt. George Tsantes, 53. head of the naval
section at the Joint U.S. Military Advisory Group in
Greece, a liaison unit with the Greek armed forces,
was shot dead Tuesday morning as he drove to work at
the U.S. Embassy. Police said the shots were fired by
one of two men on a motorcycle and that the attackers
then escaped down a side street.
The killers pulled alongside Tsantes’ official car
when it stopped at a busy intersection on a suburban
highway and pumped at least seven bullets through a
closed window.
"It was a very professional job. The scooter passenger shot surpisingly accurately with a .45 caliber
magnum," said a police spokesman who declined to be
identified.
Tsantes’ driver, Nikos Veloutsos, 62, from the Aegean island of Lesbos, died in a hospital of stomach
wounds after a four-hour emergency operation.
Police sources said the claim by "November 17"

prompted investigators to focus on left-wing activists
in Athens.
In 1975, the terrorist group sent a detailed descrip,
lion of how it killed CIA station chief Richard Welch to
several left-wing Greek publications. But it had not
been heard from since claiming two shootings of Greek
police officials in 1976 and 1960. The group takes its
name from the date in 1973 when Greece’s military
rulers used tanks and troops to quash a student rebellion at Athens Polytechnic University.
This week, Premier Andreas Papandreou’s Socialist government is celebrating the 10th anniversary of
that bloody revolt, which helped undermine the military regime.
Tsantes was from New York. but had been posted
in Washington earlier and had a home in Virginia
Beach, Va., according to the embassy.
Witnesses said the faces of the killers were
obscured by crash helmets.
In Washington, the State Department issue a
statement calling the shooting "a cowardly and despicable act." White House spokesman Larry Speakes
said President Reagan "deeply regrets this act of ter
rorism."
Tsantes was married to Thalia Kouvatis of Chem
Hill, N.J. The couple had a daughter. Stephanie, 17,
and two sons, Nicholas Tsantes, 22, and George
Tsantes III, 25, who had recently returned from Athens
to the family’s home in Virginia Beach.

AIDS may have African roots
LOS ANGELES AP) European studies of AIDS
have found evidence to trace the origins of the deadly
Immune system breakdown to parts of Africa.
The findings were reported Tuesday during an interhational conference on acquired immune deficiency syntirome that was sponsored by the New York Academy of
pciences. The findings at the conference in New York
were reported in yesterday’s Los Angeles Times.
Dr. Jan Desmyter of the Rega Institute in Leuven.
I3elgium, said all 40 of the AIDS cases diagnosed in Belgium were patients who formerly lived in Zaire or who

had a sexual partner from that country.
In France, 18 of 100 AIDS cases had similar links with
Zaire or its neighbor, the Congo Republic, said Dr. David
Klatzman of the Hospital Salpetriere in Paris.
Dr. Jean B. Brunet of the French Ministry of Health
said AIDS cases not involving homosexuals have also
been diagnosed in people with links to the African nations
of Gabon, Cameroon, Mali, Chad, Rwanda and Burundi.
One hypothesis is that AIDS, believed to be transmitted by body fluids, was brought to the United States
from Africa by an American male homosexual who then
introduced it to the gay population here, researchers said.

Industrial gains, retail earning jump
should keep economic recovery going
(AP) October’s 0.8 percent increase in industrial
production, though smaller than gains earlier this year,
should keep the economic recovery rolling, a government
economist says.
, The Federal Reserve Board reported Tuesday that
last month’s gain in production by factories, mines and
utilities was among the smallest 01 11 straight monthly
increases.
Nonetheless, last month’s advance equalled a 10 percent annual growth rate well ahead of the 3.3 percent
verage increase over the past 20 years. said Robert
t1rtner, chief economist at the Commerce Department.
"These continuing increases and the more moderpte one last month are part of a typical business recovery and expansion," said Ortner.
October’s increase pushed industrial production
Obove the previous high set in July 1981 when the econtnny began slipping into the deep 1981-82 recession.

Meanwhile, the nation’s major automakers reported
that sales of new cars in the first 10 days of November
rose 5.6 percent from a year earlier. So far this year the
major auto companies have delivered 18.3 percent more
cars than a year ago.
Several major retailers reported Tuesday that their
third-quarter earnings jumped sharply from a ear earlier.
J.C. Penney Co. Inc. reported an 18.6 percent increase.
In other news related to the economy, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics predicted that because of declining birth
rates and the aging of the post -World War II baby boom
generation, the labor force will grow at an average annual rate 01 1.6 percent from 1982 through 1990, compared
with a 2.4 percent average annual rate of increase from
1970-82.

Judge calls protesters ’lousy rats’
SAN DIEGO ( AP) Frustrated by a judge’s refusal
to let him explain why he engaged in an act of civil disobedience. an antinuclear protester pleaded no-contest Tuesday to a charge of blocking a public street outside a submarine base.
Prior to entering the plea, William Phipps, 26, engaged in a heated courtroom argument with Municipal
Court Judge Ronald Mayo.
During the exchange, Mayo admitted to Phipps that
he was "biased against civil disobedience, you lousy rats
who lie in the street."
The argument began when Phipps, who was acting as
his own attorney, requested he be allowed to raise "necessity" as his reasons for participating in a June 20 demon4 stration outside the Navy’s Ballast Point submarine base

in San Diego.
Mayo told Phipps he would not let him inject his political views into the trial.
"It’s not important to me why you did it," Mayo said.
"This brief you gave me is junk and trash. You have a
right to do what you did, but do it in the street, not in my
courtroom."
A San Diego resident, Phipps had wanted to raise a
"necessity" defense, reasoning his actions were aimed at
preventing nuclear war.
But Mayo ruled out the necessity defense after Deputy City Attorney John Davidson objected to it, saying
"there was no basis to believe that nuclear war is about to
happen or will ever happen, or can be prevented by doing
what he (Phipps) did."
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By Barry Schweid
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)
AnalysisThe declaration of
an independent Turkish Cypriot state on Cyprus puts the
Reagan administration in a squeeze.
It’s virtually a no-win situation, given the historic
hostility between Greece and Turkey.
Both are U.S. allies, both valued members of the
NATO alliance.
Should the Reagan administration tip in Ankara’s
direction, Greece will be furious. Should Athens appear to
be favored, Turkey will get mad.
For the time being, the administration is practicing
gentle diplomacy, asking Turkey to persuade the Turkish
Cypriots to reverse their decision to establish a Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus and allow the restoration of
a single state on the island.
If it doesn’t work, Greece, acting in support of the 4to-1 Greek Cypriot majority, could turn on Washington.

Panamanian
vice president
loses position
Jorge Illueea, the
PANAMA CITY, Panama AP)
outspoken president of the U.N. General Assembly, has
been fired as vice president of Panama after angering the
country’s powerful National Guard.
Presidential chief-of-staff Mario de Diego. emerging
from a Cabinet meeting Tuesday, told reporters Illueca
had been dismissed.
He said Carlos Ozores, former foreign minister, was
named to replace Illueca.
Ozores said Illeuca would retain his General Assembly post and now would be able "to carry out his functions
the
United Nations without interruptions."
in
Illueca had been named to the vice presidency in Jul
1982 when former President Aristides Royo resigned and
was replaced by Ricardo de la Espriella, who had been
vice president.
His term was to have ended in late 1984.
Illueca’s dismissal resulted when he angered the National Guard, Panama’s strongest public institution, after
a speech he delivered to the U.N. General Assembly on
Friday.
During his presentation. Illueca denied published reports that Panama was participating in the Central
American Defense Council, known as CONDECA.
The New York Times reported last week that Panama was participating in plans by CONDECA which
groups together the rightist armies of Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras to isolate and possibly invade
leftist-governed Nicaragua.
Illueca called CONDECA an "agreement that is repulsive to the international conscience, because its principal architect was (late Nicaraguan President ) Anastasio
Somoza, of unpleasant memory, and its father was the
Southern Command," referring to the U.S. Southern Command, based in the Panama Canal Zone.
"We’re not playing that game," said Illueca, 6. "We
are not in CONDECA playing the game against Nicara
gua "

But it s pcultalt1) IOU late to disrupt a nein agreetneia this{
gives the United States use of four military bases id
Greece.
The five-year accord was approved by the Greek par.’,
liament only last week. But the already faint hope of
persuading Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou’s Socialist government to support an extension could be extinguished.
And yet, if the quiet U.S. diplomacy toward Ankara
gives way to push and then to shove, Turkey might reas
sess its firm commitment to Washington and to NATO.
An administration official. briefing reporters at the
State Department on Tuesday. ruled out a revival of the
U.S. arms embargo imposed in 1975 to punish the Turks
for invading Cyprus the year before. The official, who;
declined to be identified, called it a "colossal mistake"
that weakened an ally while reducing U.S. leverage with
the Turkish government.
But members of Congress inclined to be sympathetic.
to Greece the Turks have often complained their corn
munity in this country is too small to have a lobby - have
moved to reduce or cut off aid to Turkey.
The State Department has 30 days to decide hov,
much aid to give Greece and Turkey out of the $11.5 billion
in worldwide foreign aid this year. That package provides:
only that Greece get seven dollars for every ten allocated;
to Turkey.
Over the years since the small Mediterranean country gained its independence from Britain in 1959, set-)
tlement talks have sputtered while the United Statesi
walked a tightrope between Greece and Turkey. Much of
that time, too, the U.S. has tried to promote peace without ;
offending either side.
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ERA revival fails by six votes in House
WASHINGTON ( AP) The House, on a 278-147 vote
that fell six short of the required two-thirds majority.
rejected on Tuesday a proposed revival of the Equal
Rights Amendment to the Constitution.
The tally overrode impassioned pleas of the Democratic leadership and followed last-minute threats by special interest groups on both sides to judge lawmakers at
the ballot box next year solely by their votes on the issue.
Voting for the ERA were 225 Democrats and 53 Republicans, while 109 Republicans and 38 Democrats opposed it.
The amendment, which reads simply that "Equality
of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States or by any state on account of sex," has
twice cleared Congress but fell three states short of ratification with 38 needed by last year’s deadline.
The ERA went down this time after Republicans assailed the Democratic leadership for trying to shortcut
the legislation without giving members a chance to
amend it and with only 40 minutes of debate.
The lawmakers rejected a final appeal by House
Speaker Thomas P. O’Neill, 1)-Mass., who urged support
tor the ERA without an anti -abortion rider "in fairness to
the women of America."
Rep. Hamilton Fish, R-N.Y., said after the vote that
he would re-introduce the ERA and seek to have it considered later this week under a rule permitting full debate
and amendments.
The spectator galleries were nearly filled with supporters of women’s groups favoring the ERA, and backers of anti -abortion organizations opposing it without the
rider. Lobbyists for both sides worked furiously in the
final hours in their attempts to sway votes.
Until O’Neill approved the shortcut. Rep. F James

Sensenbrenner Jr., ft-Wis., stood ready to introduct.
amendment that would have ensured continuation of laws
restricting government financing of abortions to cases
where a woman’s life is endangered.
Sensenbrenner also planned to offer an amendment
that would have prevented use of the ERA to draft women
and send them into combat.
O’Neill said without the no-amendment rule, the antiabortion forces likely would have won.
He told the House, "In fairness to women of America,
the thing to do is send a lean, clean package- to the
Senate. He told those saying they would vote against ERA
because of the rule, "In your hearts you were never with
us. You were looking for an escape."
Peter Rodino, D-N.J., chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, said lawmakers should vote to end discrimination "in jobs, wages and pensions," and asked
them to ignore Republican complaints about the rule preventing amendments.
Marilyn Lloyd, D-Tenn., accused her own party leadership of ignoring concerns that will be raised in state
legisislatures.
O’Neill told reporters he scheduled the vote "at the
insistence of women’s organizations who want to find out
who their friends are."

the Hyde anti -abortion) amendment, because it could
invalidate all Hyde amendments, past, present and future "
The ERA passed the House in 1971 and the Senate in
1972. Later votes extended the ratification deadline from
1979 to June 30, 1982, but the amendment still fell three
states short of the 38 necessary.
"We are outraged once again that it failed," said
Sally Rosloff, president of the Los Angeles chapter of the

"That’s the vote people are going to look at," Vice
President Mary Jean Collins of the National Organization
of Women said before the balloting. "NOW’s political activity will be based at least partially on how people vote"
on the ERA.
Doug Johnson, legislative director of the National
Right to Life Committee, said, "I’m not prepared to say
how exactly it’s going to be defined with respect to individual candidates, but it’s a weightier vote than a vote on

Both sides of the ERA struggle showed
they’ve lost none of their spunk despite a decade-long battle over the words, "Equality of
rights under the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any state on
account of sex."
Judy Goldsmith, president of the 250,000member National Organization for Women,
said. "NOW pledges to work, in 1984 and beyond, to defeat every member of Congress who
opposes the ERA.
"The Republican members of Congress
who orchestrated the loss of the Equal Rights
Amendment in the House of Representatives ...
will face the wrath of their constituents at the
polls next year," she told a news conference.
Opposing lobbyists were out in force and
the galleries were nearly full for the debate,
which centered on Republican claims that
House members were "gagged" by a rule that
limited debate to 40 minutes and choked off
amendments.

Glenn, Mondale
debate on defense,
spending issues
WASHINGTON (API Walter Mondale says Sen.
John Glenn supported "a dangerous new escalation"
in weaponry by voting for nerve gas production, but
Glenn retorts the former vice president is trying to
hide his "fundamental lack of support for an adequate
defense."
The two leading candidates for the Democratic
presidential nomination were back on the attack
against each other Tuesday.
This time, defense policies and spending were the
issues. Last month, the two traded rhetorical blows
over Glenn’s votes in support of President Reagan’s
economic policies.
On Tuesday, Mondale and Glenn sparred at a distance in separate appearances before the Coalition for
a Democratic Majority, a major element of the party’s
conservative wing, and in talks with reporters.
Mondale’s thrusts at Glenn were based on the
Ohioan’s votes for production of binary nerve gas,
which he said showed Glenn was "out of touch" with
Democrats and most Americans.
"He has twice cast the deciding vote for poison
nerve gas this year, which is a dangerous new escalation in a weapon that is very dangerous and hideous in
the eyes of all Americans," Mondale told reporters.
But Glenn said Mondale was not representing his
votes fairly.
"He said it was a vote for nerve gas. That’s not
true. It was a vote for safety and he knows it," Glenn
told reporters.
Proponents of the new nerve gas contend it is safer
to store than older types.
In his speech to the conservative Democrats,
Glenn said his support for defense is clear, while Mon dale’s is not.
Mondale did not mention Glenn in his speech, but
in a brief news conference late in the day, he counterattacked.
"I am for a strong defense, for real increases in
defense spending, for wise choices in new bombers, for
the other things we need for a strong defense," Mon dale said. "That record is sound and solid."
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"There was no justifiable reason to vote against the
Equal Rights Amendment today," said Polly Madenwald,
president of the National Federation of Business and Professional Women’s Clubs. "We will be back in ’84 for
another vote.’’

ERA foe celebrates win,
wants traditional values
ANAHEIM (AP) Equal Rights Amendment opponent Phyllis Schlafly says her supporters were able
to stop "radical feminists" from "their mischief"
when the House defeated a sudden move to revive the
controversial amendment.
"It is truly a great day in our cause," the leader of
Stop ERA said following Tuesday’s vote in the U.S.
House of Representatives. "I really don’t think the
public support ( for the ERA) is there."
Schlafly, 58, ended a two-day California speaking
tour in Anaheim, where she was honored Tuesday
night as Woman of the Year by the conservative Free-

Feminists won’t give up the fight
WASHINGTON ( AP) Defiant feminist
groups say the Equal Rights Amendment rejected by the House will be revived, but in the
’meantime they’ll work to defeat every member
especially Republicans "who
who opposed it
orchestrated the loss."
But while feminist leaders pledged to
wreak political vengeance on their opponents,
who led Tuesday’s fight against
Republican
the
the ERA said GOP lawmakers could defend
their position.
"I don’t fear taking it to the voters. . ." said
Rep. F. James Sensenbrenner, R-Wis., explaining that his constituents oppose federal financing of abortions and sending women into combat.
The vote was 278-147 in favor of the ERA,
six votes short of the two-thirds needed for approval of a constitutional amendment. There
were 225 Democrats and 53 Republicans who
cast "yes" ballots, while 38 Republicans and
i09 Democrats were opposed

National Organization For Women. "But we are pleased
that we do have a vote with House members on record for
or against women’s equality. With this on record, we can
plan our strategy for 1984 accordingly."

This left Republicans without the means to
offer several riders, including one to ensure
continued restrictions on government funds for
abortions. Another was aimed at preventing
women from being drafted and assigned to
combat roles.
The military argument was central to the
first round of the ratification fight that in 1982
fell three states short of the 38 needed for approval.
Both sides agreed the key to Tuesday’s result was the no-amendment rule, which House
Speaker Thomas P. O’Neill, 1)-Mass., said he
instituted "at the insistence of women’s organizations who want to find out who their friends
are."
A spokeswoman for NOW, who spoke on
condition she not be quoted by name, said feminist groups insisted on a vote this year because
"we wanted to know who to target" for defeat
before state filing deadlines early next year.
She said NOW would run supporters for congressional seats held by ERA opponents.

man Institute.
She said her Stop ERA movement is based on one
key belief: that a woman should put her husband and
children above all else. The movement, she said, was
launched after her six children were grown.
"I wouldn’t do it if my husband wasn’t supportive," she said. "I’d stay home. It’s not important
enough to ruin my marriage."
Calling feminism is "an offense against people
who believe in God and moral values," Schlafly repeated her familiar theme that America needs to return to "old-fashioned values."

HAVE YOU BEEN LOOKING
FOR US?
SHABBAT DINNER
Friday, November 18th
6:00 Discussion, Weekly Torah
7:00 Shabbat Service
7:30 Dinner
8:00 "Mysticism and Kabala
in the Judaic Culture"

For more information call 395-5498 or 267-2770

Marlene Burak, Director

ft:ECONOMY
161 IMPORTS

UTI40 RIZEO
SUPPLIER
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Alcohol alert in NYC
NEW YORK (AP) The City Council
passed a bill Tuesday requiring most establishments that sell alcoholic beverages
to post a notice warning that alcohol can
cause birth defects.
The legislation has the blessing of
Health Commissioner David Sencer, an
indication that Mayor Edward Koch would

sign it into law.
The bitl was amended to exempt grocery store owners that sell beer. The measure, which passed 28-4, would apply to
bars, restaurants and liquor stores.
A report by the council’s Legal Services Division, said one out every 100 live
births have alcohol -related problems.

Tired Of high
insurance rates
wiping out
your pocketbook?
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Insurance
"Tai’aur

CAMPUS INSURANCE
4340 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Suite 165 San Jose

_
Name any foreign car sold in the U.S.
. . . we’ve got parts for it!
ibhir

We carry the real thing Vera
Imported Parts, the O.E.M.
quality parts that are made where the cars are made. Soil you
want the right part to keep that car performing at its best, call us.
N’ou’ll like our prices, too!

Student Discount Card Available!
493 S. FIRST ST., S.J. 998-5060! 9 OTHER LOCATIONS

How
do you
guarantee
a haircut!

296-5270

...featuring all the traditional entrees,
side dishes, accompaniments and
desserts of this special, dining delight
of a holiday.
Roast turkey, steamship round of beef,
seasonal squash and sweet potatoes,
fresh salads, hot rolls, mince and
pumpkin pies and other treats too
numerous to mention.
All for only $12.95 for adults and
S6.95 for children under 12. Served
in Caraway’s from 11 AM -6 PM Reservations suggested.

It takes total confidence
And at Supercuts. we get that
confidence by training our
people to cut hair perfectly
That way, no matter how
you like your halt cut, you’re
going to get the cut you like

Every time Guaranteed, or
your money back
How do you guarantee a
haircut? It’s easy
You make every cut a
Supercut
And a Supercu1 Is always $8:
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Stop in and see our monthly specials

Why pay more for coverage from the big guys when Campus Insurance
offers students with good driving records the same coverage at lower
rates? Understanding student budgets is no accident. Call Campus Insurance and find out how much it should cost.
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We’re changing the way America cuts its hair.
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Folsom faces problems
in

,

0

Overcrowding, assaults still plague state prison
,By Jennifer Kerr
Associated Press Writer
FOLSOM (API The woman sat near the
.visitors’ office with her toddler son, who swung
happily on a rail oblivious to the fact he was
standing right outside one of the state’s meanest prisons.
.
"My husband is in ’the hole, she told another visitor, shaking her head. "And there’s
another guy in there with him."
Solitary confinement, "the hole," is the
classic prison punishment, but it is not necessarily solitary at California State Prison,
known to criminals, citizens and Johnny Cash
fans as Folsom Prison.
Its gray granite walls and buildings, some
of them built in 1880, are crammed with 3,460 of
the state’s toughest inmates. It was designed to
hold 2,048.
But overcrowding is nothing new in the long
and bloody history of the place immortalized by
country singer Cash, who sang about being
"stuck in Folsom Prison."
The state Legislature decided to build Folsom in a remote spot 26 miles east of the state
capital because San Quentin, the state’s oldest
prison, became packed within six years of its
1852 opening.
"Overcrowding was the cause of Folsom
’being built in the first place," said Warden P. J.
Morris, who has held his job for seven years.
In 1971, a federally funded study urged the
state to tear both Folsom and San Quentin
down.
But that won’t happen in the near future, as
he state is desperate for cells and money is
scarce.
An additional 1,700 beds being planned at

the
Id,

refor

Folsom, at a cost of $163 million, won’t be ready
until 1986. Officials are already anticipating
running "New Folsom" at 90 percent over capacity at first.
Folsom had 36 inmate assaults in 1979 and
has had 52 so far this year, including two
deaths. The prison was in lockdown, when inmates are confined to their cells, for 37 days in
1982 and 110 so far this year.
Folsom has three kinds of cells. The
"lockup" cells ai. 46 square feet. Some of those
are double-celled. The others are either 48 or 50
square feet and almost all are double-celled.
Even the darkest "hole" cell today would
be a paradise compared to the conditions in
Folsom’s earliest days, when the penal philosophy was pure punishment.
The first two cellblocks, containing 168
cells and built of heavy granite quarried nearby
at a classic prison "rock pile," were built amid
rolling hills on a bluff overlooking the American River. Those two cellblocks are still used
today.
The cells had heavy iron doors with only a
10-by-3-inch slot for ventilation, according to a
prison history. There was no plumbing or electricity. Each cell had two wooden bunks, straw
mattresses and two buckets for drinking water
and a toilet.
The first prisoner, on July 26, 1880, was
Chong Hing of China, along with 43 other tough
inmates from San Quentin.
Discipline was severe; punishment was solitary confinement with bread and water, confinement in a straight jacket or handcuffing to
overhead rings.
The first execution, by hanging, took place

Business conference
presented Saturday
The Hispanic Business Association, in conjunction with Student Affirmative Action, will present
its third annual business conference Saturday.
The conference will provide students with career information, professional contacts and an opportunity to meet employers. Students are asked to
dress accordingly because they might meet their
future boss.
A luncheon with employers and recruiters is
included, along with a "dress for success" fashion
show.
"This is to provide students with a meaning as
to the kinds of obstacles they can expect to encounter when entering the work force after graduation,"
said conference director Gloria Maturino.
The Nov. 19 conference begins at 8 a.m. on the
second floor of the Wahlquist Library Central. For
further information call 277-3085 between 2 and 6
p.m.

’Overcrowding was
the cause of Folsom
being built in the
first place’

P. J. Morris,
Folsom prison warden

on Dec. 13, 1894. Another 92 hangings occurred
at Folsom until Dec. 12, 1937, when San Quentin’s new gas chamber went into operation.
The first major escape was in 1903, when 13
prisoners got out and a guard, two soldiers and
one escapee were killed. Six were recaptured.
During the spring of 1937, newspapers
called Folsom a "powder keg ready to explode"
because of the overcrowding and general inmate unrest. On Sept. 19, seven convicts
stormed the office of Warden Clarence Larkin
with knives and carved, blackened dummy
guns. Larkin and two officers were killed. Two
of the plotters were killed and the rest executed.
In 1964. at a dinner honoring his 20 years on
the job at Folsom, warden Robert Heinze made
a statement that could serve as the prison’s
official motto.
"We must eliminate overcrowding, doubling up of men in cells designed for one...We
have to modernize Folsom," he said.

KSOL disc jokey
will be the host
of gospel event
By Gail Taylor
Contemporary Christian singers
and performers will be the highlight
Sunday in the Morris Dailey Auditorium during the fourth annual Gospel
Extravaganza.
The master of ceremonies for the
event will be Sheila Robinson, the gospel disc jockey from radio station
KSOL.
Performers include choirs from the
Church of Philadelphia, and the Antioch Baptist Church. There will also be
groups such as "God’s Chosen Few,"
and "A Taste of Grace."
Jameer Gilmer, coordinator of the
event, said the extravaganza will be a
cultural and entertaining program. She
said the committee has tried to arrange
groups that will appeal to all types of
people.
Tony Robinson, Associated Students director of student services, coordinated the program last year.
"We tried to get more diversified,
contemporary Christian music, instead
of the strict, old-time Black gospel
sound," Robinson said. "We also tried
to incorporate more student performers."

Kappa Alpha Psi cites reasons
for leaving fraternity council
By Eric Hermstad
Members of Kappa Alpha Psi, the fraternity that quit
the Inter-Fraternity Council last week, gave the reasons
for their departure at Monday’s IFC meeting.
O’Del’ Sallis, Sergeant at arms for KAPs, said "It is
not an appropriate time for us to continue in IFC."
He said KAPs was not dropping out because of pressure, but because of committments.
Coaching and refereeing YMCA soccer games is one
of the fraternity’s commitments, said Anyka Kamalu,
KAPs treasurer.
Another reason for KAPs quitting the IFC was "We
don’t want anyone to govern us. We’re a separate entity,"
Kamalu said.
"We don’t want anyone telling us how pledging and
our house should be run," he said.
IFC president Nate Deaton said he was "sorry that
they didn’t want to be a part of IFC," and hoped they
would reconsider.
The fraternities "need a regulating body so fraterni-

ties don’t get kicked out," he said.
He said they also need some effective way to coordinate events.
Don Dushane, director of student services, said he
regretted the fraternity’s decision to quit the IFC, and
that "both they and IFC would benefit."
He said "all the national fraternities should join IFC
to work toward the common good of fraternities."
Dushane said that late last week Sallis called him and
told him that KAPs was not going to drop out of IFC.
Dushane told him to appear at Monday’s meeting and
tell the IFC. But at Monday’s meeting, KAPs dropped out.
KAPs had recently battled the Homecoming committee over use of the Student Union Ballroom during homecoming. KAPs relinquished the ballroom after the committee met the conditions the fraternity set.
KAPs reserved the ballroom for a dance to benefit the
Gordon Family Have A Heart Fund. The Gordon family
suffers from a hereditary heart disease.

A dance troupe which was formed
Irom a jazz dance class at SJSU will
also perform.
The program went through much
controversy this year trying to gain
funds for the show.
During its first two years of production, A.S. allocated $2,450, but last
semester the show only received $500.
This semester the committee was
allocated $700 from A.S., but also received funds from the A.S. Program
Board and Student Union Programs.
"I went to the show both nights it
was held in 1981," said Mike Downer, a
public relations major. "It was a good
experience because it provided traditional and contemporary gospel music
that was very uplifting."
Downer said all the songs had a
message that came across very clear,
making the event a meaningful one.
"Last year it wasn’t put together
well, but I think this year they put more
time into organizing it," Downer said.
"I plan to go again this year."
The show will be held from 3:30 to
9:30 p.m. General admission is $2 and’s.
$1 for students. KSJS will air the show:"’
as a public affairs program.
:
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FREE FUJI FILM
Bring in your exposed print film for
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per coupon)
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Study links cholesterol levels
with hardening of arteries

a

ANAHEIM (AP) A drug that alters
cholesterol levels in the blood can prevent
hardening of the arteries from getting
worse, acorsding to a 10-year -study by the
’
National Institutes of Health.
The study is the first to show that
changing blood cholesterol levels impedes
the progression of heart disease, a researcher said Tuesday.
The drug, called cholestyramine, was
used to increase the so-called "good cholesterol" carried through the bloodstream
by substances called high density lipoproteins, or HDLs.
The amount of "bad cholesterol," or
low density lipoproteins, LDLs, was lowered, said study director Robert Levy at
the annual meeting of the American Heart
Association.
In heart disease patients given the
drug, 32 percent developed more serious
atherosclerosis, or hardening of the arteries.
In contrast, 49 percent of those not
given the drug progressed to more serious
disease.
The study examined the effect of tholestyramine only on people who already

had atherosclerosis, in which the arteries
that nourish the heart become smaller as
the result of fatty buildup inside of the
arteries.
A total of 116 subjects participated,
divided into two approximately equal
groups.
A second study, examining the effect
of the drug on people without heart disease, will be released in January, Levy
said.
Cholestyramine was approved by the
U.S. Food and Drug 10 years ago, Levy
said, but doctors were never sure whether
it did any good.
Doctors were reluctant to prescribe
cholestyramine it under those circumstances, Levy said, because it is not an
easy drug to take.
It tastes unpleasant and must be taken
two to four times daily for life, he said.
The new study clearly shows, however, that the drug should indeed be given
to people with atherosclerosis to keep
them from getting worse, said Levy.
Levy is vice president for health sciences at Columbia University in New
York.

SPARTAGUIDE
The San Jose State Investment Club
will have a meeting at 5 p.m. today in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room. Contact Mike Troy
for more information at 293-1877.
Associated Students will have a voter
registration seminar from 3-5 p.m. today
in the A.S. Council Chambers. Contact
Krista at 277-3201.
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance will
host a speaker from San Francisco at 4
p.m. today in the Almaden Room of the
Student Union.
The Campus Ministry will have a
"meet -n -eat" lunch from 12-1:30 p.m.
today at the Campus Christian Center. For
more information call Norb Firnhaber at
298-0204

If

Hoover Hall Inter Dorm Association
will hold a dance from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
tonight in the dining commons. Price for
admission is 50 cents with an activities
sticker and $1 without. Contact Phil
Ammar at 277-8371.
Biology Students Association will
have a meeting at 1:30 p.m. today in Duncan Hall Rm. 346.

Beta Alpha Psi will hold its third formal meeting at 7 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 18
in the Los Gatos Lodge. For more information contact Vivian Matsumoto at 2778316.
The Black Students of Engineering
will hold a general meeting at 6:30 p.m
today in the Engineering Bldg. Rm. 148

The Hispanic Business Association
will haves conference from 8 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 19 in the Wahlquist
Library Central, second floor. For more
information contact Gloria Maturina at
294-4986.

SIGMA NU
FRATERNITY
155 So. 11th St.

The SJSU Ski Club is going wine tasting in Napa Valley at 8 a.m. on Saturday.
Nov. 19. For more information call Ginti
Hamilton at 354-8441.

The National Unity Party in-gain/A
lion will have an organizational meeting
from 12:30-1:30 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 21
in the Almaden Room of the Student
Union. For more information call Michael
DeGrace at 370-7531.

FRIDAY
NOV. 18th
9:00 P.M.

KILLIAN’S RED
1983 Adolph Coors

Company, Golden, Colorado 80401 Brewer of Fine Quality Beers Since 1873
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Koppett discusses problems in
college football and Olympics
By Pat Sangimino
Stanford University’s
recent firing of head football coach Paul Wiggin
" hypocri t ical"
as
according to Leonard Koppett, editor of the Peninsula Times-Tribune.
Koppett said that after
Wiggin’s firing was an bounced last Thursday,
’Athletic Director Andy
’Geiger was saying how
tanford would "never be
Ole to find a finer person
our football coach."Then why fire him?,’
:
’<tippet t asked approxisnately 20 people Tuesday
in the Spartan Gym. "He’s
;a great person, but unfor,unately not enough games
ended with the right score.
:That’s a terrible message."
The columnist for The
1
’Sporting News and former
Worts columnist for the
New York Times said that
finding a new football
roach is the least of Stanford’s problems.
"The top of college
football has become too
l’ommercialized." Koppett
said. "It is impossible for a
small, private college with
such high academic standards to compete in accumulating the number of
football players needed to
ill:1yIi i.o(’ks in a row."

compares
Koppett
Stanford’s problems to
those of the Ivy League
schools. Universities such
as Yale and Harvard did
not want to lower their academic standards in order
to compete with the National Collegiate Athletic
Association for the top athletes so they "told the
NCAA to shove it.
"I’m sure if Stanford
had seven neighbors that
were in the same position,
they would tell the NCAA
to shove it, too," Koppett
said.
Koppett’s remedy for
Stanford’s dilemmas?
"Don’t change the
coaches. Look at the real
said.
problems,"
he
"Schedule down. Stanford
opened up against Oklahoma and then played Illinois and then expected to
play a tough Pac-10 schedule. No team can play at
peak level every week and
it’s just not fair to ask the
kids to play at peak level
for 11 weeks. It just doesn’t
happen."
He added that if wins
are that important to Stanford, it should play an easier schedule.
SJSU faces a problem,
too, Koppett said. The
Spartans’ Division IA clas,ification depends on t he

seating capacity of the stadium.
"How ridiculous. Can
you think of something
more irrelevent?" he said.
"Football, which is supposed to be important to
the credibility of a university is determined by the
seating capacity of a stadium."
Koppett said that he
"is not an admirer of college football the way it has
evolved. It has gotten too
far out of control and the
unsavoryness is outweighing the good parts."
Some of the problems
with college football today
is that the NCAA is in an
unstable situation.
"The television fights
have grown into something
they were never intended
to be," he said.
While
professional
sports are a form of entertainment, the NCAA gets
into trouble when it tries to
package its athletic events
as entertainment.
"When the colleges try
to compete with professionals
that’s when
things get out of control,"

Koppett said, "and the real
loser is the college athlete."
But a redeeming quality in college football is
something that Koppett
refers to as a "reality testing."
He said that everyone
should compete in some
form of athletics as they
are growing up because of
the valuable lesson that
comes from playing the
game.
"You either win or
lose," Koppett said. "Very
little confronts us like the
real life does. Nothing
could change a loss. That’s
reality. Therefore all college sports are worthwhile
because of the valuable lesson that they teach. The
spend
should
schools
money on giving students
that opportunity."
Many students did not
have the opportunity to
compete in the 1980 Olympics in Moscow. However,
Koppett was in favor of
President Jimmy Carter’s
orders to boycott the
Games and he spoke
strongly of it.

’ -The United States
was trying to avoid letting
this sports event be used to
get across a political message," Koppett said. "We
were unwilling to hand
over to the Soviets 175
hours of prime-time propaganda by taking part in
Moscow."
The message that Carter was trying to get across
to the rest of the world was
that the United States felt
that Russia behaved improperly in its invasion of
Afghanistan.
"I think that it was a
sensible political action,"
Koppett said. "The boycott
was a political necessity
even though it hurt many
people."
Politics will never be
taken out of the Olympics
not according to Koppett. "Since 1938 (the Berlin Olympics where Adolph
Hitler attempted to sell the
world on Nazism) the
Olympics have been a lost
cause. Anytime you bring
people from all over the
world together, there’s
going to be politics.
One solution that Kop-

Leonard Koppett, editor of the Peninsula Times Tribune, spoke at
SJSU Tuesday about the problems in college football and the Olympics. The firing of Stanford coach Paul Wiggin is a particular sore spot
with Koppett.
pelt has is to not make the.
Olympics a team sport.
Until that happens there is
no way that the Olympics
cam be de-politicized.
"You’d have to separate any hint of team

games.- Koppett said.
"Right now the athlete is
being victimized by the
current structure of the
Olympics. It is set up for
the political and financial
benefits of the country.

"They I the Olympic
organizers) should do what
is best for the competition,
but no one ever does it because they know that the
Olympics would become an
open competition."

Spartans start
on a good note
with 3-1 record
By Dean Kahl
Everybody contributed in SJSU’s women’s swim
team’s 82.5-47.5 victory over Hayward State Tuesday
night at Spartan pool. All 12 Spartan swimmers notched
at least one point as the surprising Spartans improved
their record to 3-1.
- "All the kids scored." head coach Jack Mutimer said,
"and that’s neat when everyone contributes."
.
The Spartans already have tripled their win total
from last year, when they finished 1-11. Their three wins
are the most since SJSU finished 4-7 in the 1979-80 season.
Out Mutimer was not surprised by the fast start for his
squad.
;
"I knew we had improved," Mutimer said. "but I
iticIn’t really know how much until we beat Fresno and
UOP last week.;
The Spartan swimmers opened their season Nov. 9 in
a quadrangular meet with Fresno State, Pacific and Stanlord at Stanford. After knocking off Fresno State 82-49 and
Pacific 81-38. the Spartans were soundly defeated by the
’Cardinal, 122-16.
:
"George (Haines, Stanford head coach) has probably
got the best swim team in the world," Mutimer said of
last year’s national champions. "It’s good for us to swim
against a team like that. It keeps us humble."
Mutimer had little to be humble about after Tuesday’s performance from his swimmers. Sophomore Angie
Wester one of last season’s few bright spots ) won the 200
butterfly and 1000 free in addition to being a member of
the 4110 free and medley relay teams. In the 1000 free,
Wester shattered her own school record by five seconds
with a clocking of 10:40.4.
Junior Glynnis Steiner an All-American at West Valley College) and freshman Debi Von Ruden also won two
!vents and swam on both winning relay teams. Steiner
won the 50 and 200 breaststroke and Von Ruden won the 50
;Ind too freestroke.
Mutimer said that Steiner and Von Ruden were two of
;
the biggest finds in his recruiting for this season.
"I really went out recruiting hard this year," Mu timer said. "I didn’t do much the year before because I
Was new at it. But Angie Wester winning at the nationals
helped our program. And beating Mary T. didn’t hurt
tither.Mutimer was referring to Wester’s first place finish
las/ season in the 50 butterfly over UCLA’s Mary T.
Meagher, the world record holder in that event.
;
In addition to Wester, Steiner and Von Ruden, sophomore Felicia Partos finished high in four events. She won
the 50 backstroke and 200 individual medley, was second
In the 500 free and swam on the 400 medley relay team.
Mutimer added that not having someone to compete
In the one- and three-meter diving events could hurt the
team.
"Right off the bat when we go to a meet," Mutimer
’
said, "we lose a shot at 16 points.: -Last year, Rebecca Hill handled the diving and set
School records in both events. But due to her studies, she
Was unable to come out for the team this season and
*timer had no one to replace her.
The Spartan coach added that the team’s overall attitude is more positive than in the past and will continue to
grow with good performances against tough competition.
"We have a tough schedule," Mutimer said, "so I
don’t want to say that we’re going to do this and that and
then suck up my words: later "
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Many similarities between ASU, SJSU
Spartan Daily/Thursday, November 17.1983

Sun Devils, Spartans possess strong rushing defenses and potent offenses
By Pat Sangimino
There are a lot of similarities between SJSU and Arizona State
the Spartans’ opponent in Tempe Saturday
night but the most apparent are the coaches.
Darryl Rodgers left his head coaching job at SJSU in
1979 to become the coach at Arizona State. This will be the
second time he has faced his former team. In 1981, the Sun
Devils beat the Spartans 31-24.
Both have suffered through losing streaks this season. The Sun Devils snapped a three-game losing string
with a win over Oregon State Saturday night, while the
Spartans have lost two consecutive games and three of
their last four.
The losing streaks knocked both teams out of postseason bowl considerations. The Spartans have lost three
PCAA games, eliminating any hopes from being the conference representative in the California Bowl Dec. 17 in
Fresno. By losing three straight and dropping their record to 5-3-1, the Sun Devils will not be participating in a
bowl game for the first time since 1976.
From 1979 through 1981, the Sun Devils were unable to
compete in post season play because they were on probation from the NCAA for illegal recruiting violations.
Both the Spartans and Sun Devils are strong defensively against the run. The Spartans are fifth in the country, yielding just 85.7 yards per game. The Sun Devils are
second in the Pacific-10 Conference, giving up 109.5 yards
a game.
But while both are strong against the run, they have
each had their problems stopping teams through the air.
The Sun Devils, usually one of the strongest defensive
teams in the coutry, are seventh in the Pac-10 at 214.5
yards per game. SJSU ranked near the bottom of the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association in this category.
Since both are basically passing teams, the possibilities of a high-scoring game look good. The Sun Devils are
led by junior quarterback Todd Hons, ranked third in the
Pac-I0 in passing this season behind Tom Tunnicliffe of
Arizona and Gale Gilbert of California.
Hons has completed 163-of-262 passes for 2,017 yards
and 13 touchdowns. He is also fourth in the conference
with 214.7 yards per game of total offense.
Jon Carlson is back as the starting quarterback for
the Spartans. The junior college transfer from Monterey
Peninsula has completed 141 -of-260 for 1,817 yards and 11
touchdowns. In the 30-26 loss to Pacific last Saturday,
Carlson made his first start since being injured against
Fullerton three games ago.
While both teams possess potent passing games, the
Sun Devils and the Spartans each have a running back
among the leaders in his respective conference.

Spartan Bobby Johnson is coming off his finest day at
SJSU. The senior rushed for 160 yards against the Tigers
and now has 849 for the season second in the PCAA.
Meanwhile, ASU has the Pac-10’s top rusher in sophomore Darryl Clack.
Clack, from Fountain, Colorado, has 797 yards and
seven touchdowns, including a 78-yard touchdown run
against Southern California. Clack also leads the Pac-10
in all-purpose running with 145.4 yards per game.
The Sun Devils also get help in the tailback position
from another sophomore
Mike Crawford. However,
Crawford it.; used more for his arm than his running ability. The former high school quarterback in Thousand
Oaks, Calif. has completed all five passes he has attempted.

;

I

fp

OUSE THE DEVILS

Against Oregon State last week, Crawford threw his
second touchdown of the year a 40-yarder to wide receiver Paul Day.
It is in the special teams department that the similarities between the two teams end. The Sun Devil special
teams have performed well this year. Arizona State has
already blocked five punts this season and possesses one
of the finest place kickers in the country in Luis Zendejas.
Earlier in the season, Zendejas kicked five field goals
in a game against Stanford and already holds just about
every kicking record in ASU history, including the longest
field goal ( 55 yards).
As for the Spartans, Jack Elway has been experimenting with two kickers in the last two weeks. Phillippe
Rebboah has had his problems with extra points, but
kicked the go-ahead field goal against Pacific with 12
seconds to go.
On the point-after-touchdowns, Elway used Luis
Comesana. The junior was successful in all three attempts.
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Army and Navy
invade California
PASADENA (AP) The Army and Navy will invade
Southern California for the Thanksgiving weekend in a $5
million airlift one official likened to an ’80s version of the
World War II invasion of Normandy.
But this assault isn’t intended to plant a peacekeeping
force between warring factions; it’s for a college football
game THE college football game Army vs. Navy.
The historic contest, scheduled for the Rose Bowl the
day after Thanksgiving, is anticipated as the biggest
game of the regular football season on the West Coast,
even though in recent years, midshipmen of the U.S.
Naval Academy at Annapolis. Md., and cadets of the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point, N.Y., have been noted
more for pageantry than football prowess.
Both teams are stumbling through losing seasons this
year.
Since an Army -Navy game would not be complete
without thousands of practiced voices roaring "Brave Old
Army Team" and "Anchors Away," an onslaught of 9,000
cadets and midshipmen will follow the teams to California.
The armada will be transported 3,000 miles in 30
L101 Is, 747s and DC-8s provided by six airlines for $5
million all of which will be raised by the private Army Navy ’83 Foundation.
The brainstorm of Rolfe C. Arnhym, Foundation cofounder a member of the West Point class of ’53, the game
will mark the first time the 93-year-old series has been
played west of Chicago. With a few exceptions, the classic
rivalry has been waged in Philadelphia since its inception
in 1890.
"Two years ago. I noted that attendance and revenue
were dropping in Philadelphia," said Arnhym, vice president of the Pasadena Chamber of Commerce. "And since
the Rose Bowl was available, we suggested a move
West."
Arnhym established the Foundation to coordinate the
game with the aid of Robert Finch, a former California
lieutenant governor and Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare.
But he wanted more than football: the cadet corps,
the midshipmen brigade, the pageantry, the works. Thus
comes the massive airlift the Foundation calls the largest
privately financed one in peacetime history.
"It’s something akin to Normandy," Arnhym boasted
in reference to the June 1944 landing of 3 million Allied
soldiers on the west coast of France.
The teams will stay at two Pasadena hotels, but most
other housing will be provided by citizens.
Hoopla surrounding the game will include a $175-aticket black -tie dinner with Bob Hope at the Century
Plaza Hotel; an Army -Navy band concert with "Thicke of
the Night" television show star Alan Thicke at the Ambassador Auditorium; a governor’s black -tie dinner at the
Pasadena Hilton; a night at Disneyland for the teams and
a game-day parade.
The move to Pasadena doesn’t mean Army and Navy
are foresaking the East. Arnhym said, noting that Philadelphia will host the game for seven of the next eight
years. But he also pointed out that since more than 80
percent of the Rose Bowl’s 98,000 tickets had been sold
three weeks before the game, periodic changes of scene
seem to breathe new life into the venerable series.
"If our game proves successful, and I’m sure at this
stage that it will, I look for the Army -Navy game to play
in different cities about once every four years," he said.
"I think we are giving the game a vibrant new direction."

SJSU FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS
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Volleyball seniors end on a winning note
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Four seniors played their last volleyball game for SJSU
Tuesday night. At left, Arlene Ringer spikes the ball past
a Loyola-Marymount player, while assistant coach Dave
DeGroot, above, talks strategy with seniors Kim
Kayser, left, Sandy Jones and Gayle Olsen. Kayser was

a four-year player and appeared in more matches than
any volleyball player in the SJSU history. She led her
team Tuesday night with a .572 hitting percentage and
four service areas in the Lady Spartans’ three-game
victory over Loyola-Marymount.
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Lady Spartans whip Lions
for season-ending victory
By John Ormsby
There is something to be said for going
out with a win.
The SJSU women’s volleyball team,
stunned by a string of five losses, put it
together
and
overcame
LoyolaMarymount to salvage some pride in the
night.
match
of
the
season
Tuesday
final
After a brief ceremony to honor four
graduating seniors, the Lady Spartans
wasted little time beating the Lions in
three games, 15-8, 15-12, 15-1.
SJSU soach Dick Montgomery honored his seniors, Kim Kayser, Gayle
Olsen, Sandy Jones and Arlene Ringer
with a flower and a hug before the match,
then the Lady Spartans went out to finish
the season in style.
"We played to finish the season
strong," Montgomery said. "I saw some
of the spark and pride we had earlier in
the season return tonight."
The Lady Spartans overcame some
rough stretches to post their 19th victory
of the season against 10 losses. Loyola fell
to 16-22.
The Lions jumped out to a 6-2 lead in
the first game behind two kills by Cheryl
LaCour and a series of SJSU errors. Kim
Kayser ended the run with a kill for a side
out, and then sparked her team on a run of
seven points with a service ace to make it
6-4.
SJSU drew even at six on a dink by
Gayle Olsen and went up 9-6 on two blocks
by Arlene Ringer. An SJSU error broke
the string and brought the Lions close at 98. but the Lady Spartans ran off seven
straight points to take game one 15-8.
Gayle Olsen sparked the run with an
ace and a kill, Arlene Ringer came
through with another block to make it 12-8
and the Lions contributed four hitting errors down the stretch as SJSU pulled
away.
The Lions came out in the second
game looking like a team determined to
turn the match around. Loyola took advantage of a suddenly error-prone SJSU
team to race out to a 7-0 lead. Cheryl La
Cour had two kills during the streak.
The Lady Spartans regrouped and
fought back to tie the game at eight. Linda
Fournet had three kills in a row, the third
off of a fine set from back row specialist
Tracy Mitchell to pull SJSU to 7-4. Service

aces by Teri DeBusk and Sandy Jones cut
the Lions’ lead to 8-6, and SJSU drew even
on two Loyola errors.
The Lady Spartans took command of
the match by pulling ahead 13-9. Olsen had
a kill and a service ace and Ringer came
up with two strong blocks as SJSU pulled
ahead.
The Lions fought back to 13-12 on two
kills by Charmaine Fillett, but Felicia
Schutter put the game away for SJSU with
a block and a kill.
SJSU came out in game three and
played with the form that was conspicuously absent during the recent losing
streak.
Kayser opened the game with an ace,
and the Lady Spartans ran off 14 straight
points before the Lions could react. A kill
by Christa Cook made it 2-0, and consecutive aces by Linda Fournet made it 4-0.
DeBusk came through with an ace to
make it 5-0, and two blocks by Ringer and
a Lion error pushed it to 8-0. Kayser’s second ace of the game put the Lady Spartans
up 9-0, and three more errors, including a
delay of game call against Lion head
coach Nancy Fortner, made it 12-0.
Kills by Maria Healy and Kayser
made it 14-0, but the Lions rallied and got a
kill from LaCour to pull to within 14-1, but
Kayser finished the game as she started it,
with an ace, and the season was finally
over.
It was a bittersweet victory for the
Lady Spartans. Team members expressed
mixed emotions of satisfaction over the
victory and frustration over what could
have been.
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"We had a tough time last week, and I
was worried about the team letting
down," Kayser said. "It could have gone
either way. If we had played half this well
last week we wouldn’t be finishing our season early."
"We were all down after last week,"
Montgomery said, "and it took us awhile
to pull together. I know it was very important for our seniors logo out with a win."
"I thought we pulled together pretty
well," Olsen said. "After last week, I think
we all had a slight feeling of a letdown, but
we talked about it before the game and
decided to go all out. I don’t know how to
feel now. It’s sure going to be strange not
playing."
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Basketball coaches pick
Bulldogs for PCAA title
Defending
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (API
NIT champion Fresno State has been
picked to win the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association basketball crown this season
in a poll conducted among conference
coaches
The University of Nevada -Las Vegas
the nation’s No. 1 team for two weeks
last February was picked to finish second.
The University of California -Irvine
was picked to finish third, followed by Cal
State-Fullerton, Utah State, New Mexico
State, Pacific, Long Beach State, San Jose
State and U -C Santa Barbara.
UNLV Coach Jerry Tarkanian said
that from top to bottom, the PCAA "corn -
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pares with any league in the country with
the exception of the SEC."
Long Beach State Coach Dave Buss,
who was Tarkanian’s assistant last year,
didn’t agree with the rankings, which
were compiled during a PCAA meeting in
Las Vegas Tuesday.
"The two best teams in the conference
played in Las Vegas Sunday night," Buss
said, referring to a UNLV intrasquad
game.
Tarkanian wasn’t quite as optimistic.
"How can you lose your entire front
line and replace them with two JC (junior
college) kids and a transfer from Indiana
and expect to win?" he asked.
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,ecturer wants society based on ’need’
ntinued from page 1
ism are all interrelated, she said,
Students and people who work on campus, she said,
not aware that these biased attitudes exist outside the
Tipus community.
11C Berkeley’s support of such institutions as the Livnore Lab, the phasing out of environmental classes and
her tuition are examples of right-wing trends, she said,
ing that there is a need to question the "white patrihal male" power structure that provides "models of
. a rchy and exploitation."
But she said she does not agree with the lesbian sepaist theory, which sees men as the natural enemy.
"I’m saying, no, that’s not true. It’s the system."

What she is fighting for is "a society based on need
and not profit," Woo said, and she vowed to stand with
workers, lesbians, gays and all who oppose the present
power structure.
"We are called the undesirables," she said.
SJSU Academic Senator Jim Rowen said he plans on
introducing an academic freedom resolution to the Academic Senate on Monday.
The resolution would "express concern to UC ( Berkeley) for why this woman was fired," Rowen said.
He called Woo’s firing an "apparent violation of academic freedom.
"We always shove academic freedom down students’
throats, so it’s time to put up or shut up."
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Investigation into Christian organization continues
continued from page 1
study books and clear up concerns about practices
After the meetings were held, SC? released a
statement saying, "We do not believe MCM (Maranatha
is a cult or destructive organization. Rather, they are
sincere charismatic Christians who have, by their own
admission, made some serious mistakes and serious errors of judgment in their ministry."
Enroth said Maranatha leaders were "very cooperative" at the meetings and seemed sincere about making
recommended changes.
But the "lenient" tone of the SCP statement bothered
some, not so much because of what was discussed at the
meetings, but what wasn’t.
Several committee members made reference to financial statements, inter-office correspondence and
other memos that were presented at the meeting. These
documents were not examined because of the questionable legality of the methods used to obtain them.

cause they stiov.ed imbalances in Maranaitia s tmances,
but he thought the discrepencies were unintentional.
He later signed a release promising not to press
charges against his father, hut said he had filed suit
against the Tillman’s because they had recommended his
deprogrammers to his father.
Moeller said part of the impetus for the suit, which he
later dropped, was that Maranatha had encouraged him
to do so.
Maranatha encouraged the suit, said director of missions Ted Doss, because Maranatha had been in contact
with other Christian groups, namely "Jews for Jesus"
who indicated to Maranatha that the only way to stop
deprogrammers was to lake them to court.
Doss said there was no vindictiveness toward the Till’
mans.
Moeller dropped the charges because his "feelings
had changed about Maranatha." he said, but not his feelings against forcible deprogramming.

The documents in question were taken from the
apartment of Charles Moeller, a former Maranatha member who was working as a business administrator for the
chapter at the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor the
summer before the SCP meetings.
At the time. Moeller said he was held in high esteem
by local Maranatha leaders and was being groomed for
leadership.
His father, Herb, had other plans for him.
Moeller said he was kidnapped and held hostage in his
Iiither’s home in Chicago by deprogrammers Kansas
State student Dee Dee Tillman’s father had recommended. Tillman had been a member of the KSU Maranatha chapter and was deprogrammed in September 1981.
Moeller escaped on the fourth day of the deprogramming process, going to a friend’s house in Chicago, he
said. When he returned to his apartment he found that his
lather, who at that time was paying the rent, had entered
t and opened Mara na tha’s files.
Viitiller said that the files were incriminating be -

During the SCP meetings, Weiner said, the materials
were distributed to committee members "by deprogrammers who had broken into our departments and took all
our files."
SCP attorney Michael Woodruff said the documents
were never dispersed during the meeting, but were only
mentioned as being present.
Weiner said both he and Woodruff became "highly
offended" when they learned that the materials were stolen and asked committee members to relinquish them.
Woodruff’s account of the incident differs.
He said he was an impartial mediator at the conference, was not indignant and that Weiner "took issue"
when he found out about the material. Committee members decided not tq look at it since they did not know
whether it had been obtained "ethically."
"It was our basic correspondence between our offices
which they wouldn’t understand anyway," Weiner said.
"They could read into it anything they wanted to read into
it because it not made for public release

Ann Arbor ’break-in’

Economist speaks
on future problems
of local Hispanics

SCP meetings

Vs chot.r ’,aid he ,Aoulit ’go oveu s’s ef.N slip ol paper.’
with committee members.
Onken did not recall Weiner making such an offer.
A Detroit lawyer. James Alle, who specializes in cult
custody cases and now has the documents, said they expose financial schemes Maranatha had been involved in,
the "no-dating" policies in writing and that they contained profiles of the private matters of members.
Had he been at the SC? meetings, Alle said, he would
have proved the material was not stolen and that Herb
Moeller had entered his own apartment, not his son’s. He
would not explain how he could prove this.
Committee member David Clark said he could underland the committee’s "Christian position" of not examining material without knowing if it was obtained ethically,
"but that still does not do away with the questions those
materials raised," he said.
After the SCP meetings, Alle accused those involved
of negligence.
"In my opinion, that group (SC?) was negligent in
making the statement that the group ( Maranatha ) was
not destructive when they did not examine all the
material that was available to them."
The files may be the basis for litigation against Maranatha, he said, but "we’re going to save that for the
future."

Bible study guides
After the meetings, there was a difference of opinion
on how much change was needed in the Bible study books.
Weiner said the revisions were "minor theological things
that had tube cleared up."
Onken disagreed, saying the changes asked for were
"significant."
He now has revised editions from Maranatha, he said,
but they are not in circulation yet.
Allen Williams, pastor of the SJSU chapter, said he
was not aware of the Bible study book agreement and is
still using one of the five books recommended for revision. Williams added that he had not been actively involved with Maranatha during the time t he Sri’ meetings

cr
b
E

The situation today
A year has passed since the initial SCP meetings ant:
the committee, which was initially scheduled to recon.
vene today, has postponed the meetings because certain
committee members felt the meetings were rushed
When the new meetings are held. Onken said
will be more organized, planned and straightfo,
We’re going to cut it straight and see if the same ce tr.
that existed last year are still around."
Both Onken and Clark say the year’s report clre
been mixed for Maranatha.
"I acknowledge that Maranatha is attempting Lo_dcal
with some of these problems; that’s something7ttter
groups have not done," Clark said, "but on the othi-i
Berkeley Spiritual Counterfeits is finding . . the i
ation of the organization I Maranatha is almost it :
and Hyde’ situation and one has to question the credii
in what’s happening in all that.
"I’m concerned they’ll continue to protect thcir
tity," Clark said.
"There are a lot of good things about Maranatho "
Onken said. "I’m just interested in seeing the truth cot:
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Tom Chandler

Eric Zeno embraces his sister after his acquittal yesterday.

page
licited Hirata for $150 in exchange for sexual favors.
Hirata found Zeno asleep
in another room.
Zeno was listed as the resident, although several people
lived there. Those included
Melvin Richard Miller, who
was arrested on felony
charges of pimping, to which
he pleaded not guilty. His pretrial hearing is scheduled for
Jan. 3.
Trial testimony revealed
that Miller was a former SJSU
Residence Hall security officer and that he and Zeno were
roommates because of financial factors.
Miller sublet his room for
$300a month, Zeno said.
Timmothy Dukes, 17, also
lived in the condominium.
Dukes is Zeno’s half-brother
who admitted knowing of the
prostitution operation when
he was interrogated by the
SJPD. After taking the witness stand, however, he admitted that he had lied during
the interrogation and that he
was harassed by the police to
tell the story.
Zeno testified that he
knew nothing of the alleged
prostitution operation that
took place in the house

" six of the most
extraordinary
people now
performing."
.The New Yorker
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Professor is shocked
by high speaker fees
continued from page 1
such as Bob Hope commands $40,000 for a one-hour lecture, and film star Douglas Fairbanks Jr. receives $15,000
plus expenses for an appearance.
Art Buchwald, columnist and author of the recently
published book, "While Reagan Slept," is paid $15,000 for
an appearance.
Cox said that Arlene Okerlund, dean of the School of
Humanities and Arts, had also done some checking.
"She sent me a list of names and figures and wrote ,’sit down before you read this’ "Cox recalled, laughing.
Despite the disparity of the fees and what her endowment can afford, Cox isn’t discouraged.
"We’ll just have to work to get the people with the
money that’s available," she said.
Okerlund said that although it was expensive to go
through agents, celebrity speakers could be attained by
using personal contacts with SJSU faculty members.
"We had (dancer) Marge Champion through a faculty contact, and she was paid $300," Okerlund said.
Cox said that events at SJSU could also draw prominent speakers.
"During the first Steinbeck conference here in 1977,"
she said, two film directors from Hollywood came "just
because they wanted to participate "

and earn
LEARN
more than $1,000
a month.
The Air Force College Senior Engineering
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nuclear, and architectural engineering. If
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Air Force pay and allowances while you
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call:
TSgt. Walt Stepnitz
(408) 275-9058
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Zeno will try to get his job back

By Mark Johnson
The Hispanic population in Santa Clara County nearly
doubled between 1970 and 1980, Richard Carlson. a senior
economist for the Stanford Research Institute, told a
crowd of about 150 people Tuesday in the Student Union
Umunhum Room.
Carlson, the keynote speaker for an SJSU conference
entitled "Santa Clara County Hispanics in the 21st Century," also noted that many Hispanics and other minorities in the Valley may be forced out of the area in the near
future due to a projected decrease in the number of blue
collar jobs and an increase in the price of housing.
The crowd consisted mainly of SJSU administrators,
faculty, and staff, but there was also a large cross-section
of community and agency leaders present.
carlson was promoted for the two-hour long conference as being a nationally recognized expert in the economy and demographics of the western United States, particularly the San Francisco Bay Area.
He presented a slide show to the conference participants entitled "The Information Society," which centered
upon a series of graphs showing the fluctuations in the
labor market and the Hispanic community.
He also predicted an increase in administrative, technical and sales positions, but said that due to the relatively low degree of formal education most Hispanics
receive they will not have much of a chance at these jobs.
He said there is a 40 percent drop-out rate among Hispanic students in Santa Clara County.
According to Carlson. less than half of the Hispanics
who graduate from high school attend college, and only
four to five percent graduate with degrees.
He did mention that Santa Clara County Hispanics
are better off than other Hispanics in the nation on the
average.
Santa Clara County Hispanics have a 50 percent
higher income and a 20 percent higher rate of high school
graduates than the national average for Hispanics, Carlson told the audience.
He said some of the best job opportunities for Hispanics in the coming years will be in the field of education,
slating that the the average age of teachers in Santa
Clara County at this time is 50. while the average retirement age for teachers here is 55.
He predicted that half of the primary and secondary
level teachers will have retired by 1990, adding that the
statistics for college-level teachers are almost identical
for primary and secondary level teachers.
He noted that Hispanic school enrollment levels are
beginning to rise in Santa Clara County as well as the rest
of the nation, and said that an increase in Hispanic teachers would also benefit Hispanic children because they
could serve as role models and offer guidance to the large
number of Hispanic students coming up through the system.
Carlson received a hearty round of applause from the
audience at the conclusion of his presentation, which was
sponsored by SJSU President Gail Fullerton and the Hispanic Faculty and Staff Association of SJSU.
Tony (.’arrillo, Hispanic Faculty and Staff Association
Program Chairman, said he thought the conference
"wen: very well" and was "successful in sharing very
useful information with a large cross-section of the cornnninity "
Carrillo said the Association will meet soon to discuss
plans for future conferences but for now "it’s all up in the
air "

occurred
"I’d like to know myself what’s going on." he said.
Also of concern since the meetings were held, are
"positive confession" tapes that were made by Joe Smith.
Maranatha’s assistant director.
Clark said listeners are instructed to play the topes
before going to bed 30 nights in a row, and that the
sounded "mechanistic in quality." unlike Smith’s normal
speech.
"You’re dealing with hypnotic areas and a height
ened state of suggestibility there, especially when you’re
going to bed, and there you’re dealing with 30 nights in
row and there’s some question about that," Clark said.
Smith said he isn’t aware of any hypnotic qualities in
the tapes.
"I wouldn’t know about that. I just sat down in no
home and did ’em."

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD’
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

And
Nelson Productions
Proudly Present

Ronnie

MONTROSE
SOLO
With A Brand New Show

Saturday, Nov. 19
8:00 p.m.
Music School Concert Hall
Tickets Are:

$5.50 Students
$6.50 General Public
$7.50 Day of Show

Tickets Available At A.S. Business Office 2nd Floor
Student Union (Avoid The Service Charge)
Also Available At BASS. Outlets
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Wetting your
artistic palette
The other day I was walking through the Art building
with a friend of mine, when a canvas splashed with colors
caught my attention. "Hey I kinda like that," I commented
profoundly.
My friend looked at the piece, then at me, then back at
the piece, made a ’you’ve-got-to-be-kidding’ face and said,
"I really can’t respect any art that looks like I could have
done it myself."
Not everybody appreciates art, but maybe it’s not the
appreciation but the understanding that is lacking.
Even the most open-minded eyes fall victim to that opinion once in a while. How can you throw a few cans of paint on
a blank surface, scrawl your name on it and call it art’?
Well,it’s done. It’s not always the concept that is important,
it’s the idea itself. So, in response to all of you who have
found yourself saying, ’I could have done that’. . . well, you
didn’t, and that’s the line between you and the artist.
This concept makes for a shakey chair in which critics
of art have to sit. Critics are always in one predicament or
another because their views are based on nothing more than
opinion.
In the case of music or the movies, they are often compared to things that have already been done. For example, a
new band will come out, and in order to appeal to a vast
number of listeners, their sound needs to be an innovative
twist to a standard already set in previous music. If they are
too close to the standard, they would be tagged as ’boring,’
too far away, the main stream audience will label them
’obscure’ or just ’too weird.’
Movies are the same way. If the subject matter and
visual effects stick to the set characteristics, yet partially
break free, the movie will be christened as ’Oscar potential.’
On the other hand, like the music, if it’s a little experimental
and too far out, the critics will hate it. . . at first.
Art critics are faced with a special problem. Not only do
they have to look at the aesthetic value, and the method by
which it is obtained, but they must critique the idea itself.
And all ideas being vastly different in the art circle, this
makes for some hard work.
Take Andy Warhol for example. The man was labeled
outlandish when he first stepped into the art world. I can just

Any times a wild time when you add the
great taste of Two Fingers and this
wild Two Fingers T-shirt’ To get
yours, send your name, address.
style preference and size (men’s
style S.M,L or women’s French
cut S. M.L.) along with $7.50, to Two Fingers T-shirt Offer,
266 North Rocky River Dr
Berea, Ohio 44017
Please allow 6 weeks
for delivery

Two Fingers
is all it takes.
A 6L)TU.AU
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Thank someone
with a harvest
of flowers
Bakmas
Flowers
438 E. Santa Clara
292-0462

ADULT
VIDEO TAPES
FOR SALE OR RENTAL
X-rated films in VHS or BETA II

Great for parties!
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Sammy Hagar performs at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium on Monday night.

imagine the critics’ response to his Campbell soup creations. Now they say he’s, ’ahead of his time.’
Look at Pablo Picasso with his cubism. Sure, the finished product was a little strange, but the idea was illuminating. Need I remind you just where those cubes got him?
Salvador Dali is another trend-setter who was initially
rejected. Dali assaulted his viewers with nightmares and
fantasies from the depths of his mind. And now, Dali’s surrealism is respected and sought after.
All these ideas are based on imagination, but there’s
nothing worse than imagination without taste. But whose
taste is the question.
Art, like beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
Someone once said, "One always has to spoil a picture a
little bit in order to finish it." I wonder if he was an artist or
a critic.

Announcement
The Entertainer will not be coming out next week because of Turkey Day. We are announcing some events in our
trivia and final word columns which will be coming out over
the next two weeks. Look for the Entertainer next on Dec. 1.

trivia
A television event not to be missed is the special anniversy celebration of "Doctor Who": "The Five Doctors."
KTEH channel 54 will broadcast the special Dec. 1 at 8:50
p.m. Prior to the special, they will show ’An Interview with
Tom Baker" which was originally broadcast this summer.
Also, don’t be scared away by the pledge breaks. Not
only are they necessary, they’re fun sometimes. And remember, giving a few bucks to a public television station
won’t kill you. Channel 54 deserves a donation just for its
programming of "Doctor Who," not to mention "All Creatures Great and Small," "Masterpiece Theater," and all the
interesting science programs. So, knock the dust off your
wallet and give some money.
* * *
Another important television show, this one scheduled
for Sunday and Monday night, is "The Day After," the twopart movie on the aftermath of a nuclear war. The producers are promising some hard-hitting scenes, particularly of
people suffering from the bombs and radiation. This movie
has gotten the run around from the network, ABC, and many
advertisers have threatened to pull out. The special film will
run, unfortunately, opposite the NBC special on JFK.
* * *
Flash! Doctor Who announcement! For all of you Who
fans who may not be regular readers of "Doctor Who
Monthly," it’s official now, folks. And no sobbing in the
peanut gallery.
After three seasons as the Doctor, Peter Davison is
moving on. Sometime next season ( the season begins in
January) Colin Baker will take over as Doctor number six.
Baker may be remembered as the villain Maxil in last season’s episode "Arc of Infinity." He is well known in England
for his bad guy image.
Joining him will be newcomer Nicola Bryant who will
play new companion, Pen i Brown. Although Bryant is English through and through, she will be playing the Doctor’s
first American companion.
One question fans have is whether Tegan Jovanka will
continue her travels with the Doctor through the regeneration. If so, she will be the first companion to witness two
regenerations and to remain with the Doctor through a full
incarnation. Fitting, for the best companion ever to accompany the Doctor ( send your arguments to the Entertainer.)
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curtain call

Musical awakening at SJSU;
and this show’s no turkey
By Gail Taylor
It appeared to be another quiet Friday ?tight last week
on the deserted campus of SJSU. But inside the walls of the
Morris Dailey Auditorium, the silence ceased.
A musical awakening was taking place right before my
eyes. A variety of characters, a chorus, four musicians and
seven dancers, together put on a show like I have never seen
on this campus before.
The musical comedy called "A Touch of Turkey and A
Taste of Grace," made its first SJSU weekend performance
before a crowd of about 100 people.
When I first heard the title, I didn’t know what I had
gotten myself in for. I had heard that the show was supposed
to be a "toe tapping, foot stomping" production, but I didn’t
really know what to expect.
Surprisingly enough though, the performance turned
out just as I was told. Not only was it musically stimulating,
but it was also humorously entertaining.
The story is about a devoted minister, Reverend Lattimore Matthews played by SJSU theater arts major M. E.
Wilson, who is robbed of his church’s savings by his old high
school friend I now pimp) Jason, played by Morris Branson
Jr.
The setting of the story is Harlem, where Matthews
proceeds throughout the performance in an attempt to retrieve the money.
The opening scene, which depicted life in the ghetto,
took me right back to my childhood days in Los Angeles, the
setting could not have been any more realistic. The pimps,
thieves, pregnant teenagers, gamblers, gang members, etc.
set the stage for the troubles to come.
Director and writer of the show, Lamar Boyd II, made
his first appearance as Willie, the city’s favorite drunkard.
The best acting throughout the entire show was performed
by Boyd. He not only sang about ghetto life, but he also
displayed it through his staggering walk, slurred speech,
and overall silly acting.
Boyd is a playwright from Michigan who has produced a
total of seven shows. He has worked with six different theater companies including the Black Theatre Workshop in
San Jose. This production premiered in March at the Experimental Group Young People’s Theatre in Oakland where it
ran for eight weeks.

Following the Oakland engagement, several cast
changes were made and in July four performances were
held at the Montgomery Theatre in San Jose. Seven of the
performers are SJSU students.
The choreography for this show was done by SJSU
dance major Marlies Yearby. The colorful and well designed movements added to the overall success of the show.
From the opening scene, the story went to Freedom
Baptist Church where Reverend Matthews made his entrance. Eight singers made up the enthusiastic choir led
Ethel Mae, played by Sandra Stamps. Stamps bellowed gospel songs that turned the service into a hand-clapping,"happy" time. Her voice not only got to the hearts of the
choir but it also moved the audience into a religious experience that was more real than acted. When the Reverend
came in, things still didn’t calm down, one woman grabbed
his leg when he started to preach his biblical message. Because of the good singing and church involvement, this had
to be the best scene in act one.
Wilson portrayed Reverend Matthews well, but his singing, however, was much better than his acting. Singing "I’m
A New Creature" in a duet with his wife Estelle, played by
Feleicia Williams, his deep appealing voice blended in
smoothly with Williams’ high notes.
Williams sang solo a number of times throughout the continued on next page
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VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
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photo by Leo Bevilacqua
Lamar Boyd III plays town drunk Willie.

PEKING
HOUSE

)E.,

RESTAURANT i15$1"for your choice ,
of 2 items
Menu includes

photo by Leo Bevtlacqua
Feleicia Williams in "A Touch of Turkey"

House Special Chow Mein
Sweet and Sour Pork
Spring Egg Roll
IMENIIIMINESEIONIPMEMINNIMMEMENI
PEKING HOUSE
50t OFF
9 itemsAll you can eat! Reg. $3.75
845. 2nd St., S J
293-0717
EnCynALAMILE

COUPON)....

7or a lifetime...
Soon-to-be-wed couples have been
selecting their engagement and wedding
nngs at Glenn Jewelers for more than
Fifty years.
Our extraordinary selection of gemstones
and settings reflects our tradition of
excellence, quality and value. Our
Certified Gemologists, master goldsmiths
and discerning sales staff will help you
make a choice that you will treasure for
A lifetime.
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Turkey show at SJSU
continued from page 3
show. Her inspiring voice
deserved the credit given,
but it could have been better
with less help from the cho-

where she lured Wilson into
her arms with her seductive
moves.
Considering the fact
that Wilson was supposed to

rus, which often provided a
high background causing
the tunes to be somewhat
off-key. "Share My Joy"
was one of her best numbers

Backbeat Productions Presents

THIRD WORLD
Sunday, November 20
at the Santo Cruz Civic
8:00 pm
$9.50 Advance
$11.50 Door
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649 /414.

Tickets at all BASS
For more information
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be a man of God. I had to
sexual
question
the
relationship between the
couple. Judging from audience reactions, it may have
been a bit overdone, especially when Williams gave
the comment "if it feels
good to you, it must be good
for you."
I suppose the story was
made to be more funny than
believeable though, because
if Reverend Matthews was
really a man of God, he
would have never been led
into a whorehouse to ask for
financial help.
The whorehouse was
one of the most humourous
scenes in act two due to the
candid conversation and
complaints expressed by the
prostitutes.
sex-starved
This scene was combined
with a lot of music as well.
perforCommendable
mances went to Beverly Anderson, who played Eunice
and Valarie Smith who
played Tina. Both performers sang sensitive songs that
added emotion to a very
comical plot.
The dramatic climax in
the story took place when
Reverend Matthews met up
once again with Jason, "the
toughest dude in town," in
the whorehouse. Trouble
was Predicted after Jason
learned about the plan and

photo by Leo Bevilacgua

Feleicia Williams and M.E. Wilson.
killed one of his prostitutes.
The fight between Jason and
Matthews ended in a happy
ending though, thanks to
Willie (Boyd), who appeared out of nowhere just
in the nick of time.
The audience laughed
tremendously at the ironic
ending. "I didn’t know I
could fight like that either,"
Boyd said when everything
was all over. The ending
was topped off by the choir

singing "Happy Day" and
the audience showed its approval of the show by giving
the performers a standing
ovation.
Boyd plans to continue
on tour and hopes to eventually reach Broadway. I
think everyone should see
this musical at least once
because it will definitely
keep
you
entertained
throughout the entire three
hours.
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Gift Certificates Available

Sandra Stamps belts out a gospel number in "A Touch of Turkey."

College bestsellers
Stoil Jos..:
Tuxedo
Maur( cosy, u011ACIPI

380 SO FIRST ST
SA/4 JOSE

The following is the Campus Paperback
Bestseller list, compiled by the Chronicle of
Higher Education from information supplied by college stores throughout the country.
I. "The Valley of the Horses," by Jean
M. Auel. ( Bantam, $3.95. )
2. "Different Seasons," by Stephen
King. NAL, $3.95.)
3. "Bloom County Loose Tales," by
Berke Breathed. ( Little, Brown, $5.95.)
4. "The Color Purple," by Alice Walker.
( Washington Square Press, $5.95. I

5 "Master of the Game," by Sidney
Sheldon. (Warner, $3.95.)
6. "Truly Tasteless Jokes, Book I," by
Blanche Knott. ( Balla ntine, $2.25.)
7. "Friday," by Robert A. Heinlein.
( Del-Rey/Ballantine, $3.95.)
8. "What Color is Your Parachute?" by
Richard Nelson Bolles. ( Ten Speed Press,

$6.95)
9. "Dragon on a Pedestal," by Piers Anthony. ( Ballantine/Dell Rey, $2.95.)
10. "Color Me Beautiful," by Carole
Jackson. ( Ballantine, $8.95.)
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reel to reel

Let’s make a deal
By Eric Hermstad
The name Chevy Chase brings to mind
slapstick comedy. His latest film,"Deal of
the Century," is supposed to be a "serious
comedy," unfortunately it’s schitzophrenic
in deciding whether it’s serious or a comedy.
Chase portrays international arms
dealer Eddie Muntz, a fantastic salesman
with questionable merchandise. His partner
Ray Kasternak, played by Gregory Hines, is
an ex-fighter pilot who can’t decide between
dealing arms and devoting his life to God.
Together, they build and sell "secondrate weapons to third world nations."
Muntz spends his time traveling to
small countries and dealing with rebeltypes. His motto, "I never underestimate
the value of a demonstration," exemplified
by demonstrating an anti-tank gun on a jeep
parked across the street.
One of the better moments in the movie
concerns The Tankbuster. Muntz receives a
phone order for the weapon and asks the
leader who ordered if he’s expecting an invasion. The leader says no, but that the
whales are getting too close to shore.
Muntz stumbles onto a deal being set up
by the Luckup company, and their super
fighter plane, the Peacemaker. The Peacemaker, a pilotless, missle carrying, "ultra
weapon," is played up to "fly without a pilot
and kill without a thought."
The movie continually questions the
"kill without a thought" military types
verses the morality of war.
The phrase "make the sale" is Muntz’s
way of life in the begining. All he wants to do
is sell arms, whether it’s to the government
or the rebels doesn’t concern him.
But as the scope of his sales grows from
selling "Dragon Teeth Mines" to the Peacemaker, he learns he is selling more than just
encyclopedias.

Prior to the Peacemaker’s maiden
flight before a gathering of military -types,
it’s washed, causing electrical problems.
Muntz works on selling this bucket of
bolts to Central American dictator General
Arturo Cordoza, played by William Marquez. Muntz is aided by the recently widowed
Catherine
Devoto,
Sigourney
Weaver), whose husband had been working
on the sale to Cordoza.
The movie spends considerable time on
the morality of weapons, and especially selling them and possibly starting a war. Not a
bad topic, but dealt with in a comedy format, it didn’t work.
This is the problem with this movie. The
arguments against weapons and the international supply of them would make a good
serious movie. The comedy aspect would
make a good movie. But together, I didn’t
know how to react.
The special effects were there, but were
disappointing. After seeing the flying sequences in "Firefox," the little toy-looking
Peacemaker looked pathetic, and flew erratic.
Bullets flying have been better done in
such movies as "Apocalypse Now," but it
was good enough. The scenes where Muntz
gets shot at could have been scarier, and I
was glad they weren’t. Instead, he gets what
he deserves as he runs for the money instead of for cover.
Overall, the movie made it’s point, but I
like Chase better in straight comedy. I respect his serious acting side, but it seems
like a waste of great comedy talent to become a mediocre serious actor.
Chase has come a long way from writing for Mad Magazine. His films, like National Lampoon’s Vacation, Caddyshack.
and Foul Play, show he can make it in comedy. I hope he stays there.

vinylreview
’Sweet Sound’ turns sour

By Pat Sangimino
TownshenSimon
d. . .yes, he is the brother
of the Who’s Pete Townsbend, but don’t get your
hopes up for another superstar of music.
record
debut
His
"Sweet Sound" on PolyGram Records and produced by brother Peter
shows the differences between Simon and his nowfamous brother. While
there is no question about
Simon’s musical talents on
the electric guitar, his lyrics on most of the songs
leave a lot to be desired.
However, there is one
song that deserves to be
captured in vinyl - "Palace
In The Air." Unlike every
other song on the album,
its lyrics are meaningful
and somewhat poetic.
After that, "Sweet
Sound" is strictly for
teeny-boppers. Songs like
"I’m the Answer," "So
Real" and "...And More
With You" are such trashy
compositions that you kind
of wonder if PolyGram was
signing Simon to a contract
simply on his name.
Some of the lyrics in

"...And More With You"
sound more like babies arguing than a grown man
singing. "He-La -La-La -LoHo. . .1Ia-La-La-Love-You." Come on, what ever happened to real words?
Didn’t they stop writing
songs like this when the
1950’s ended?
"I’m the Answer" is a
redundant
composition
where Simon lets everyone
know that he is the answer
he sings
this line 18
times in the song but
there is still one question
on my mind: the answer to
what? Certainly not the answer to his musical problems.
Just because Simon is
Pete Townshend’s brother,
he’s supposed to be some
kind of musical God. As a
matter of fact, there is a
big difference in age between the two.
It’s been said the only
thing that Simon remembers about his childhood
with his brother was Pete
telling him not to stick his
finger into the electric light
Simon
socket.
Maybe
didn’t take his advice be-

cause his singing in some
of the songs reminds one of
the sound someone makes
when he’s being electrocuted.
With the price of re:ords today, its almost an
injustice for a record company to put out such a low quality album. But even if
PolyGram was to give this
album away, Simon Towshend’s "Sweet Sound"
would still turn sour.

MILLER HIGH LIFE

141;kirm
FERRARI BROS. DISTRIBUTORS
CONGRATULATES
1983 INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
CHAMPS
MEN’S OPEN "A"

VIRGIN KILLERS
MEN’S OPEN "B"

BAKLIVAHS
WOMEN’S OPEN

DELTA GAMMA
COED OPEN

MARKHAM HALL

Miller High Life
Official Sponsors of SJSU Intramurals
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The reflections of a decade

A glimpse at some of the best in SJSU photography

1
Mike Peters, lead singer of The Alarm belts it out in a photo taken by Jon Williams. Williams took this in July of
1983 while serving his internship at the L.A. Daily News

Bruce Springsteen and (arc
1976. The photo was lakenar I

George Thoroughgood gets carried away
the Keystone Palo Alto in March of 1981.
Photo is by Mimi Bol.

at

Tom Petty does his best windmill at the 1982 U.S. Festival.
Photo is by Dave Lepori.

New Jersey’s outll
Stanford Stadim
Photo is by Bina
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George Carlin hams it up at the Circle Star Theatre in December of 1973. Photo is
Cathey Andereggen.

nce Clemmons at Winterland in October of
he "Born to Run" Tour by David Pacheco.

iside Johhny Lyon drips at the
in October of 1979.
’allario.

The Kink’s Ray Davies smiles
wryly backstage at the 1982 U.S. Festival.
Photo is by Dave Lepori.
The strident Joan Baez sings at a protest in St. James
Park in April of 1974. Photo is by Lynn Watkins.

Layout by David Reznicek
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music
Hagar and Schon: gruesome twosome

Dream team’s San Jose concert satisfies the teenyboppers
By Ken Leiser
Perhaps it was fair
warning when I looked
around only to see guys who
had just recently experienced facial hair and girls
who were too young to have
experienced anything at all.
This vast ocean of adolescence was crammed into
the San Jose Civic Auditorium Monday night to be
swooned by one of the best
P.R. men in rock ’n roll
today Sammy Hagar.
Granted, Hagar is a
good musician with the energy and vitality of a man
ten years younger. But his
single most marketable talent is being able to draw in
the audience.
This is always going to
be the rock ’n’ roll capital of
the +orld." he screached be-

tween songs. The audience
gave him a thunderous
ovation, of course.
San Jose? The "capital"
of rock? Give me a break.
This is the same guy
who, one year ago, asked an
already hyped-up Cow Palace crowd: "How many
friends do I have out
there?"
I remember rolling my
eyes heavenward that night
as if to ask: "How many
enemies does this schmuck
think he has?"
Tickets were 12 bucks,
after all.
But there’s no denying
his rapport with the teenage
audience. It is a spectacle to
be beheld. He advocates the
crowd’s throwing of debris
and clothing onto the stage.
All he asked on this occasion

was "just don’t hit me in the
head."
Hagar is currently touring the Bay Area with Journey guitarist Neal Schon.
They are taping their concert stops for a live album
called "Dance Through the
Fire." It will be released in
January.
It was the fourth stop on
the circuit for the tandem
and it showed at times.
Some of the originals
like "No More Animation"
resembled the harsh sounds
of a downtown rush hour
rather than the innovative
rock they were professing it
to be.
The gentle melodies
like "I’ve Been Missing
You" showed plenty of
promise until Schon broke in
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photo by Steve Stanfield
Sammy Hagar rocks in his San Jose Civic performance Monday night.
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photo by Steve Stanfield
Sammy Hagar in an exuberant moment.
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Hagar, who has been on
his own for a while now, has
always done what he wants.
He is a charismatic performer who has been packing them in at Bay Area engagements for years.
Luckily, the tandem finished the evening by resorting to their familiar backlog
of hits. Schon played his recent release "No More
Lies." It wasn’t until that
point that the audience of
some 2.000 plus came to life.

Last year it was the
Who’s "Baba O’Reilly" and
the year before that it was
Zepplin again. That time, he
pilfered "Dazed and Confused."
So. Sammy seems to be
torn between the nostalgac
past and the teeny-bopper
present.
The problem is that he’s
made the wrong choice.

A Restaurant

vetiv_a et u

Yet the Hagar/Schon
team seemed to work well
together toward the end of
the show and actually
spewed out a song of hit
quality called "Ever Since
You Came."
Neither outshone the
talent of the other. Schon,
after all, is a great rock guitarist who has the present
misfortune of playing for the
sissiest band around. It is
refreshing to see him doing
what he wants.

Hagar offered his hit
single from the "Standing
Hampton" album "Heavy
Metal." The song was
greeted with jubilant thrusting of fists skyward.
And no Hagar concert
could ever be complete without a rendition of a song by a
popular, yet defunct, rock
band. Tonight it was to be
Led Zepplin’s "Moby Dick."

PACIFIC

PAv TO THE MEP Of

with untimely guitar jams.
One doesn’t have to possess the greatest of memories to remember when
Hagar once took the stage
with the king of misplaced
guitar solos.

VIDEO GAMES

I

Bassist Kenny Aaronson
and guitarist Neal Schon
join forces for some heavy
rocking.
photo by Steve Stanfield
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Montrose looks to the East

Noted Bay Area guitarist is looking for a different sound

By Warren Bates
If there’s one thing Ronnie Montrose is over-associated
with, it’s his chamelion like musical personality.
But it’s an association well deserved.
In the early Seventies, the self-taught guitarist paved
his career path with churning power chords that no high
school party would be complete without.
Tunes such as "Rock Candy" and "Space Station 5"
became classics of middle America as he and then bandmate Sammy Hagar stripped the etherial trappings of English heavy metal bands and cranked the Marshall stacks to
ten.
After Hagar’s departure, Montrose began to mature in
direction. Keyboardist Jim Alcivar became a more prominent member of the group and Montrose’s albums began to
reach into more challenging areas.
A solo album "Open Fire" followed in which the East
Bay resident strayed even further from his rock roots, alienating some of his hard core fans but garnering more musical
respect.
By 1980, Montrose had formed his next project, Gamma,
an outcropping of early progressive influences crossed with
the current middle-of-the-road groups flourishing at the
time.
Gamma’s three albums sold moderately and produced
several bonafide hits featuring his familiar rock guitar passages, more refined and varied, and some would criticize,
more tepid than ever.
His next turnaround found him paired with fusion synthesist Mitchell Froom. Montrose purchased a plethora of
electronic effects, echoplex’s, and tape loops for this more

experimental type of project.
He has played with Froom in the Bay Area and has
future touring plans..
But because of the expense and his relative lack of recognition in other areas of the country, he said a tour would
take place only if they received record company backing.
Montrose said in a phone interview Monday.
In the interim Montrose has set his sights to the East.
"I’ve been listening to a lot of different kinds of Japanese. Himalayan and Tibetian folk music," Montrose said.
"The essential part of this kind of music is that it’s made
solely for personal expression without any other motivations
behind it."
Montrose plans to bring some of these influences along
with his synthesizer effects and laser light artist Fred Reed
to his upcoming SJSU performance on Nov. 19.
Montrose said the show will be an "eclectic multi -media
event".
"It’s going to be a solo show where I will be able to
dramatically show the continuity of amplified and unamplif ied music," he said.
"I’ll be able to cover a broad range of tonalities through
the electric part of it and the visuals will produce a ’Tangerine Dream’ effect."
Montrose said he is doing the show for "fun" and the
possibility he may be asked to travel overseas by the Cultural Chinese exchange foundation.
Other current projects include record and video production of a San Francisco band called Physical Ed and the
Sacramento-based City Kid.
"I think the industry is going through an upheaval and

the video market is providing a lot of stimulus," he said.
"Right now we’re experiencing the same kind of effect that
took place when the first Midnight Specials were televised."
He doesn’t see video following the homogenous route of
radio.
"The cream is going to rise to the top," he said. "The
difference between video and radio is the video occupies all
of your senses and you have to be totally involved and stationary to experience it, where on radio, though it’s still
good, it’s more of a background to whatever else you may be
doing,"
Montrose has no idea which direction he will go in the
future but said he would like to be able support himself from
the different projects he undertakes. His current projects
( Froom and solo) have been funded through previous income.
He said he doesn’t miss the monster crowds he and
Hagar used to generate.
"My main thing is to do what feels comfortable and feels
good. My personal satisfaction comes before generating income. Sammy is doing what he’s good at. I think he’s
learned to use his talents," he said.
Montrose says his self-taught style has kept him from
falling in the pitfalls of being caught up in playing by
method.
But Montrose still hasn’t learned to stop changing.
"I couldn’t dream of doing the large shows and getting
into the repetition of doing that," he said.
Montrose appears in the SJSU Music Concert Hall at 8
p.m., Nov. 19. Tickets are $5.50 students advance, $6.50 and
$7.50 general at the door.
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Comedy duo infectious
By Warren Bates
Backstage following their performance
at the Marines Memorial theater in San
Francisco, the improvisational comedy
team Monteith and Rand are as exuberant
as they are onstage.
Suzanne Rand can hardly keep still as
she and John Monteith exchange playful
verbal barbs at each other, both highly
skilled in reacting off each others’ comments.
It is the same kind of personality that

makes their onstage performance, which
consists of rehearsed and unrehearsed skits,
so infectious and appealing.
From the absurdity of Monteith portraying a heterosexual trying to pick up a
woman by pretending to be a gay going
straight, to the suggestive ’Mammagram’
skit where Monteith plays a messenger who
has obvious fringe benefits, to the downright
corniness of pun overindulgance, the duo
has a very real rapport with the audience
that extends far beyond most ’celebrity’

This Space
Reserved
For
And
Paid For
By
20th Century Fox

style comedians.
"We don’t practice. We just say what
pops into our head at the time," Monteith
said. "We don’t know of any process that
takes place. We listen and build off of each
other and try not to plan ahead or think
about what we’re going to say next.
"If one person has a hard time, the
other will take up the slack." he said.
Most of the duo’s show relies heavily on
audience suggestions and thus becomes a
battle between audience and performers to
see how far they can stretch each others
talents.
Saturday night it was no contest.
Covering a variety of movie and theatre
styles from Shakespeare to Busby Berkley
to porno, plus about twenty others, the duo
constantly displayed an inventiveness that
kept the audience guessing.
At one point Monteith broke into improvisational song which Rand sang virtually flawlessly with him by watching his
lips and trying to understand the cohesiveness of the lyrics.
There was no cohesiveness. Monteith
crossed her with unexpected twists which
Rand did well to respond. The few times she
was caught offguard could easily be forgiven and added a touch of honesty that was
well appreciated.
Both have had extensive training in
theatre and improvisation.
Monteith earned his BFA in dramatic
arts at Boston University. From there he
went to a local improvisational revue in
Cambridge where he first met Rand.
He then toured New York and Toronto
where in 1976, Rand. who had her training in
Chicago’s improvisational troupe, con-

(Right)Monteith and
Rand at Marines Memorial in San Fran(Below)Rand
cisco.
Monteith
and
backstage after the
show.

J. Dean McCluslaey

tacted him with the proposition of working
together.
From there they began working nightclubs where they found the going challenging for their format of audience participation.
"In the clubs," Monteith said. "People
are out for the laughs and they’ll make
things hard on you. In the theater, they’re
more alike and there’s more time to get to
know the audience."
They soon graduated to the theater circuit and began to make television appearances on the "Today", "Tonight" and
"Tomorrow" shows.
Aside from the TV spots, they have appeared at Lincoln Center for a tribute to
Broadway lyricist Cy Coleman, on the
Queen Elizabeth II and at former president
Jimmy Carter’s birthday party at the White
House.
Monteith finds the audiences on the west
coast more liberal and varied than the east.
"Over in Washington, everybody thinks
the same but here the crowds are different
and we have to adjust to it," he said.
"We have to learn about the city, the
politics in the city and what people are like
here."
Certain audience suggested themes
they cover are repeated from time to time,
he said, and there are subjects they do not
have a comprhensive knowledge of such as
sports, but the duo has learned from experience how to adjust to diffucult situations and
generalize on the few subjects that give
them trouble.
The only trouble they had Saturday
night was keeping the excitement level
down.
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curtain call

’Crystal Slipper’ doesn’t fit

4

411.

By Craig Carter
The Oakland Ballet’s "Crystal Slipper"
lost me and hooked me and lost me and
hooked me, and finally lost me at last Sunday’s matinee at the Paramount Theatre.
I’m no ballet expert I wouldn’t even
claim to be a novice. My only other live
ballet experiences were the San Francisco
Ballet’s "Nutcracker" and "Romeo and Juliet," both of which I saw in high school.
Still, I like to think I’m openminded, and
even if I can’t tell you exactly why. I can say
I was only intermittently entertained by this
version of Cinderella. Although I may have
been part of a distinct minority, as most of
the child-laden audience applauded enthusiastically at show’s end.
Some of the performers are worth seeing, especially Mario Alonzo ( The Jester).
I can’t bandy about terms like pirouette
or plie with any confidence; I’m more comfortable with "leap" and "spin" both of
which Alonzo did frequently with style and
spirit. His jester was not foolish most of
the clowning was left to Cinderella’s stepmother and sisters (played slapstick for few
laughs by Douglas Hevenor, Jennifer
Young, and Abra Rudisill).
Alonzo played the muse. A wit, not a
twit, the man who danced and leaped about
the kingdom with the contagious spring in
his step.
His master, the Prince M i c ha el Lowe),
excelled too. His star had trouble shining
sometimes because he had to spend much of

his time picking up and twirling Cinderella,
but when he got to dance unfettered, he
glowed.
Spunk. A lilt to the step. An energy insulated with grace separated Lowe, Alonzo,
and also Richard Chen-See ( the Prince’s
brother) from the rest of the cast, more than
did any obvious technical skill.
Erin Leedom played an acceptable Cinderella, but she wasn’t memorable. It may
be hard to play a lovable character whose
chief contribution to the story is to get
pushed around by other people and fairies
until she finally ( because she’s a good person at heart, of course) gets pushed into the
castle and the prince’s arms where she’ll
live happily ever after.
You’d expect that kind of person to be
pretty and fragile, and she was. You’d also
expect her not to have a lot of charisma, and
she didn’t.
Except for the three male leads, the production had little charisma throughout, and
the resulting inertia killed several scenes
especially the first one in Cinderella’s
kitchen (s-l-o-o-w start) and Act III ( mostly
filler).
Of course, how could anybody be
inspired by the mostly bland music by the
dead Czech-American composer Bohuslav
Martinu? Choreographer Carlos Carvajal
took selections from Martinu’s "Sextet for
Wind Instruments and Piano," "La Revue
de Cuisine," and "Spalicek Suite" and made
a regrettable score out of it.

Then he compounded his crime by setting the music to tape instead of giving the
music to a live orchestra.
The orchestra pit in the palacial Paramount sat empty and barren, while everybody in the $12 orchestra seats and beyond
were subjected to the static accompaniment
of two black speakers, one at each side of
the stage.
The music did come alive in the second
act, if briefly. Lively and powerful music
accompanied the Palace ballroom scene
and in scene four, where the Prince and his
aides play shoe fitter to every lady in the
kingdom.
This scene is the best. The choreography is tight, the dancers seem to enjoy what
they’re doing; they do it crisply. The best

set accompanies it, a dreamy tree forest
that captures the never-neverness of the
story, and its not overly long or overly short
like the two scenes preceeding it one so
short it didn’t make it to the program.
The Prince finds Cinderella in the next
scene and the story ends, even if the show
doesn’t. Act III rounds out the show to about
2 hours and allows for another intermission
for a shot at the bar, but the final scene is
just a bio party and comes off as gratuitous
filler more than a fittingly jubilant, happyever-after, climax.
The Oakland Ballet’s next matinee show
of "The Crystal Slipper" will be Sunday at 2
p.m. Single tickets($6 to $14) are available
at most Bay Area ticket agencies.
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The San Jose Symphony Orchestra will present an all Dvorak program Friday and Saturday
at the San Jose Center for
the Performing Arts.
Rumanian born violinist Silvia Marcovici will
perform Dvorak’s Violin
Concerto with Maestro
George Cleve conducting
The program will include
Symphony No. 7.
Shows starts at 8:311
p.m. For more info call the
San Jose Symphony at 2982300. CH
* * *
Break out the poodle
skirts, shine up the saddle
shoes and fire up the ’55
Chevy the Stray Cats are
coming to San Jose. The
reknowed rockabilly revivalists play the ancient San
Jose Civic Auditorium tonight, with Roman Holliday and Fourteen Karat
Soul opening. Showtime is
8 and tickets are 614.00.DR
* ;1,
Those English tattered-love boys. Soft Cell
bring
their
influential
Euro-synthsound to the Kabuki tonight for the second
of two shows. Their 1981
single "Tainted Love," remained on the Billboard
charts for longer than any
song ever. The show starts
at 9 and tickets are 911.00
and 812.00.DR
* * *
Everything from soulful R and B to manic fusion
will be in the offeringwhen
the Stanley Clarke/George
Duke project plays the
Berkeley
Community
Theatre Saturday night at
8. Clarke has played with
everyone from the New
Barbarians to Return To
Foreverand is considered
by many to be the premier
bassist of our time.Tickets
are $12.50 and SI 1 SO. DR
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the Final Word
mudkspiim
Since there won’t be an
Entertainer next week
(Turkey Day) I want to be
sure to remind you about
BayCon ’83, a science fiction convention in San Jose
Thanksgiving
weekend.
The con will be at the Red

(

Lion Inn in San Jose. and
promises celebritity guests
from various fields of science fiction.

Doctor
Who
fans
should note that most of the
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The play tells of Tony
Wendice, who plots to murder his wife. Complications
develop and the result is a
chilling, edge-of-the seat
climax.
Call 14151 673-6440 for
more info.CH
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? By Jeff Barbosa
A lawsuit challenging state restrictions
on the activities of political parties was filed
Thursday in U.S. District Court in San Francisco,
Roy Christman, an SJSU political science instructor and former chairman of the
? Santa Clara County Democratic Central
-r Committee, is one of the plaintiffs.
Other plaintiffs in the lawsuit, who are
represented by the San Francisco law firm
of Morrison and Foester, include many
Democratic and Republican county central
committees and chapters of the Committee
for Party Renewal.
The plaintiffs claim that statutes of the
California Elections Code prohibits them
from advancing their political beliefs.
Sections in the Elections Code require
that party activities be conducted solely
through state and county central committees.
However, statute 11702 forbids the committees from "endorsing, supporting or opposing" any candidate in that party’s primary election.

Police protect
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picture search
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thie 01 the most popular theatrical thrillers,
which was later made into
a great film by Alfred
Hitchcock, opens Tuesday
at the American Conservatory Theater in San Francisco: "Dial M for Mur-
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MOVIES
Another important reminder that we want to
give early is the Wednesday cinema on Nov. 30. The
film is "Raiders of the Lost
Ark," one of the best adventure films ever to grace
the screens. Not only is the
action thrill -a -minute, but
the it stars Harrison Ford!
This film has everything: tarantulas, snakes
( "Snakes, why did it have
to be snakes"), nasty
Nazis, fiesty heroines, and
great chases. Plus, it has
an ark that zaps the bad
guys. And I mean zaps!
Talk about the wrath of
God.
Anyway, don’t miss
this film. If anything else,
it’s a bargain ult

der.

Who merchandisers, who
manage to get to a lot of
conventions around the
country, will probably be
attending the Doctor Who
convention in Chicago,
which will be held the same
weekend.
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San Jose Police escort a Greyhound bus i
lot on San Pedro Street. Police were ca

Buses hit strik
By Mark Johnson
Greyhound bus drivers and baggage handlers continued to strike Thursday at the San
Jose terminal and across the nation.
Peter Cervantes Gautschi, Central Labor
Council manager for Greyhound, said two striking employees were injured early Thursday
morning when they were hit by buses driven
into the San Jose terminal by non-union employees.
Ile said both of the employees were hnspi-

Brilliant BE
By Karen Woods
Ludwig von Beethoven will become an establi
presence at SJSU because of a Phoenix developer.
During a press conference Wednesday at the
dent Union Art Gallery, President Gail Fullertm
nounced the establishment of the Ira F Brilliant CI
for Beethoven Studies at SJSU.

